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Abstract
The hydrodynamic escape problem (HEP), which is characterized by a free boundary value prob-
lem of Euler equation with gravity and heat, is crucial for investigating the evolution of planetary
atmospheres. In this paper, the global existence of transonic solutions to the HEP is established
using the generalized Glimm method. The new version of Riemann and boundary-Riemann solvers,
are provided as building blocks of the generalized Glimm method by inventing the contraction
matrices for the homogeneous Riemann (or boundary-Riemann) solutions. The extended Glimm-
Goodman wave interaction estimates are investigated for obtaining a stable scheme and positive
gas velocity, which matches the physical observation. The limit of approximation solutions serves
as an entropy solution of bounded variations. Moreover, the range of the hydrodynamical region is
also obtained.
MSC: 35L50, 35L60, 35L65, 35L67, 76N10, 85A20, 85A30
Keywords: hydrodynamic escape problem; nonlinear hyperbolic systems of balance laws; general-
ized Riemann and boundary-Riemann problems; generalized Glimm scheme; hydrodynamic region.
1 Introduction
Spacecraft exploration of the planets in our solar system and the discovery of exoplanets has attracted
considerable attention in the atmospheric escape from planetary objects [9]. The Cassini spacecraft
currently improves our understanding of the atmospheric escape from Titan [14]. The Maven Mission
circuits around Mars for studying its atmospheric composition [32]. In July 2015, the New Horizons
(NH) spacecraft completed its flyby of Pluto and discovered flowing ice and an extended haze on the
planet. Pluto already exhibits a planetary geology that comprises flowing ices, exotic surface chemistry,
mountain ranges, and vast haze. Analyzing Pluto’s atmosphere reveals that Pluto’s surface has a reddish
hue, a simple hydrocarbon in its atmosphere, and the temperature for hazes to form at altitudes higher
than 30 kilometers above Pluto’s surface.
The hydrodynamic escape problem (HEP) is crucial for investigating of the evolution of planetary
atmospheres. The HEP for a single-constituent atmosphere is governed by the following Euler equations
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with gravity and heat: $’’’’’&’’’’’%
Btρ`∇ ¨ pρuq “ 0,
Btpρuq `∇ ¨ ppρuq b uq `∇P “ ´GMpρ| r |3 r,
BtE `∇ ¨ ppE ` P quq “ ´GMpρ| r |3 pu ¨ rq ` q,
(1.1)
where r is the position vector from the center of the planet to the particle of the gas; ρ, u, P , and E
represent the density, velocity, pressure, and total energy of the gas respectively; and G, Mp, q “ qprq
are the gravitational constant, mass of the planet, and heating, respectively.
In this paper, we are concerned with the three-dimensional inviscid hydrodynamic equations without
thermal conduction in spherical symmetric space-time models, that is, we considered (1.1) to be of the
following form $’&’%
Bt
`
ρx2
˘` Bx`ρux2˘ “ 0,
Bt
`
ρux2
˘` Bx`ρu2x2 ` Px2˘ “ ´GMpρ` 2Px, 0 ă xB ă x ă xT ,
Bt
`
Ex2
˘` Bx`pE ` P qux2˘ “ ´GMpρu` qx2. (1.2)
Here, x denotes the distance from the center of the planet, xB and xT are the altitudes of the inner
and outer boundaries of the planetary atmosphere, respectively. Typically, xB and xT are the altitudes
of the upper thermosphere and exobase. The total energy E is the sum of the kinetic energy and the
internal energy of the gas flow,
E “ 1
2
ρu2 ` ρe “ 1
2
ρu2 ` P
γ ´ 1 , (1.3)
where γ is the adiabatic constant with 1 ă γ ă 5{3.
The steady transonic solutions of (1.2) are crucial because of an almost hydrodynamic equilibrium
state near the bottom boundary. The hybrid fluid/kinetic model [49] seems to be realistic approach,
which comprises the hydrodynamic escape result [44] and a drifting Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
function that includes the bulk velocity u in the velocity distribution [50, 51]. Tian and Toon [47]
implemented a numerical simulation using a time-dependent hyperbolic system. A time-independent
model experiences singularity at the sonic points [44]. For the relaxation methods in [38] for free
conduction, the achieved numerical solutions depend on close guess of initial data with positive ve-
locity. The first theoretical analysis for a steady HEP was reported in [20]. Using the geometric
singular perturbation method, the authors constructed smooth transonic stationary solutions issuing
from subsonic states to supersonic states and various types of discontinuous stationary solutions for
(1.2). For the time-evolutionary case, the global existence results are yet to be established. In this
paper, the global existence of time-evolutionary transonic solutions to the HEP in the hydrodynamic
region Σ ” tpx, tq : xB ď x ď xT , t P r0,8qu is established. The gravity and heat affecting intensity can
be distinguished during the wave interaction, leading us to the effective development of the numerical
simulation.
We define the notations as follows:
m :“ ρu, U :“ pρ, m, EqT . (1.4)
Using (1.3), we can rewrite (1.2) in a compact form
Ut ` fpUqx “ hpxqgpx, Uq, (1.5)
where hpxq “ ´2{x and
fpUq “
´
m,
3´ γ
2
m2
ρ
` pγ ´ 1qE, m
ρ
´
γE ´ γ ´ 1
2
m2
ρ
¯¯T
,
gpx, Uq “
´
m,
m2
ρ
` GMp
2x
ρ,
m
ρ
´
γE ´ γ ´ 1
2
m2
ρ
¯
` GMp
2x
m´ xq
2
¯T
.
(1.6)
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The complete model of the HEP is given by the following free boundary value problem:
(HEP)
$’’’’’&’’’’’%
Ut ` fpUqx “ hpxqgpx, Uq, px, tq P Σ ” rxB , xT s ˆ r0,8q,
Upx, 0q “ U0pxq P Ω, x P rxB , xT s,
ρpxB , tq “ ρBptq, mpxB , tq “ mBptq, t ą 0,
ρ
ˇˇˇ
Σ
,
m
ρ
ˇˇˇ
Σ
ą 0, KnpUq
ˇˇˇ
Σ
ď 1,
(1.7)
where the exobase of the atmosphere x “ xT (as well as Σ) must be determined and KnpUq denotes the
Knudsen number of U . Physically, the region Σ is called the hydrodynamic region of (1.7). The position
of the inner boundary xB may be probed through astronomical observation. However, determining the
outer boundary xT is usually difficult due to the transition of the kinetic and hydrodynamical regions.
Determining the position of the outer boundary x “ xT and solving (1.5) in Σ simultaneously is basically
a free boundary problem, which makes it difficult to establish the global existence result. To overcome
this difficulty, we first propose the following associated initial-boundary value problem (IBVP) without
vacuum in Π ” rxB ,8q ˆ r0,8q:
(IBVP)
$’&’%
Ut ` fpUqx “ hpxqgpx, Uq, px, tq P Π ” rxB ,8q ˆ r0,8q,
Upx, 0q “ U0pxq P Ω,
ρpxB , tq “ ρBptq, mpxB , tq “ mBptq, t ą 0,
(1.8)
where U0pxq “ pρ0pxq,m0pxq, E0pxqqT and Ω is an open domain centered at some sonic state
Us ” pρs,ms, Esq P T :“
!
pρ,m,Eq
ˇˇˇ
m “ ρ
d
γpγ ´ 1q
´E
ρ
´ u
2
2
¯)
.
We call the set T the transition surface or the sonic states. The vacuum case is excluded from this
formula because the atmospheric gas does not act as fluid when the density tends to zero. Whether
the Glimm method can be applied to the vacuum case for the general system has remained unsolved
for decades. In this paper, a new version of the Glimm method is used for establishing the existence of
global entropy solutions of (1.8) under the following conditions:
(A1) ρ0pxq, m0pxq, E0pxq, ρBptq and mBptq are bounded positive functions with small total variations,
and there exists % ą 0 sufficiently small such that ρ0pxq ě % and ρBptq ě % for px, tq P Π;
(A2) min
tě0 tmBptqu ą p1` qT.V.tU0pxqu ` p1` ` 
2q2C for 0 ă  ă 12 and some positive constant C;
(A3) qpxq PW 1,1rxB ,8q.
Under the condition pA1q „ pA3q, (1.8) consists of global entropy solutions with positive velocity in Π
(Main Theorem I). In addition, under a certain constraint of transonic initial data, in the complement
of Σ, denoted as Σc, the wave speeds of Glimm’s approximate solutions tU∆xu to (1.8) are positive,
that is, the entropy flow U to which tU∆xu converges is supersonic in Σc so that the waves of U in Σc
do not move into Σ to interact with the waves in Σ. Moreover, we prove that the Knudsen number
KnpUq of U in Σ satisfies
KnpUq ď 1,
which implies that Σ fulfills the physical meaning of the hydrodynamic region [52]. Using this strategy,
we can prove that the solution U
ˇˇ
Σ
for (1.8) is indeed the entropy solution of (1.7) (Main Theorem II).
Let us review some previous results related to this topic and clarify the motivation of the study.
When g ” 0, the system (1.5) is reduced to the strictly hyperbolic system,
Ut ` fpUqx “ 0. (1.9)
The entropy solution to the Riemann problem was first constructed by Lax [25]. In particular, the
solution is self-similar and consists of constant states separated by elementary waves: rarefaction waves,
3
shocks, and contact discontinuities. Furthermore, the global existence of weak solutions to the Cauchy
problem was established by Glimm [10], who considered Lax’s solutions as the build blocks of the
scheme. For the inhomogeneous hyperbolic systems,
Ut ` fpx, Uqx “ gpx, Uq. (1.10)
The Cauchy problem was first studied by Liu [33]. For the Cauchy problem of the general quasi-linear,
strictly hyperbolic system
Ut ` fpx, t, Uqx “ gpx, t, Uq. (1.11)
The existence of entropy solutions was first established by Dafermos and Hsiao [7]. In [6, 17, 29],
system (1.11) was studied under dissipative conditions by using the asymptotic expansion of the classical
Riemann solutions. The aforementioned conditions contribute considerably in investigating the systems
(1.10) and (1.11). In the aforementioned studies, the source term was used for generating an extra
stationary characteristic field in the Riemann problem. The time-independent wave curves generated
by this filed are tangential to the classical 1-wave curves at sonic states, resulting in the nonuniqueness
of solutions of a Riemann problem. The total variations of solutions may blow up in a finite time and
the blow up phenomenon can be eliminated using a further dissipative assumption.
When f and g are independent of x, Bianchini-Bressan [1] studied the existence result by using
regularization method. Luskin-Temple [36] and the authors in [4] establish the existence result by
combining Glimm’s scheme with the method of fractional steps. Base on these studies, we can consider
the effect of the source in (1.5) as the perturbations of the solutions to the homogeneous conservation
laws. The appearance of the source terms in (1.5) breaks up the self-similarity of Riemann waves. But
the effect is only up to Op1q∆t, that is, the effect of the source terms on self-similar waves is of the
order ∆t in each Riemann cell. More precisely,
pdfpUq ´ ξI3q 9U “ pt´ t0qhpxqgpx, Uq « p∆tqhpxqgpx, Uq. (1.12)
Therefore, we can construct the approximate solution for our generalized Riemann problem as U “ rU`sU
in each Riemann cell, where rU solves (1.9) and sU solves the linearized system of (1.5) around rU . We
have
|sU | “ Op1q|rU |,
and
Upx, tq “ Spx, t, rUq ¨ rU,
for some contraction matrix Spx, t, rUq depending on rU (as well as f, g). This construction of the
generalized Riemann solver is in contrast to the fractional step scheme [36] and other operator splitting
methods [1, 4, 13]. For instance, in [4], the effect of the source on the solutions of the classical Riemann
problem is decoupled. In our case, the effect of the source on the solutions of the classical Riemann
problem is strongly coupled. The estimates of wave interaction are more complicated than in [4].
For the stability of the generalized Glimm scheme, contrary to the methods used in [4, 5, 6, 7,
16, 17, 19, 36], in which the positivity of the gas velocity is assumed, we can demonstrate, through
the structure of the generalized Glimm’s approximate solution, that the escape velocity of the gas is
globally positive, which matches the astronomical observation. Therefore, the uniform bounds of the
total variations of the approximate solutions in (1.8) can be achieved by showing that (1) the Glimm
functionals of rU are nonincreasing in time and (2) the perturbations have a uniform bound of the total
variations in each time step. In addition, we prove positivity of the gas velocity through a rigorous
mathematical proof. Based on the contraction matrix S, we can achieve a more accurate formula of
wave interaction estimates that lead to the decay result of the Glimm functionals, and a new relation
between the velocity and the Glimm functionals in each time step. Consequently, the stability of the
generalized Glimm scheme and the global positivity of the gas velocity is obtained, as shown in Section
3. Based on pA1q „ pA3q and the estimation of interaction, the existence of global entropy solutions in
transonic gas flow without any dissipative condition is established.
We now introduce the definitions of weak solutions and entropy solutions for (1.8), and state the
main theorems.
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Definition 1.1. Consider the initial-boundary value problem in (1.8). A measurable function Upx, tq
is a weak solution of (1.8) ifĳ
xąxB ,tą0
tUφt ` fpUqφx ` hpxqgpx, Uqφu dxdt`
ż 8
xB
U0pxqφpx, 0q `
ż 8
0
fpUpxB , tqqφpxB , tqdt “ 0,
for any test function φ P C10 pΠq.
Definition 1.2. Let Ω be a convex subset of R3. A pair pηpUq, ωpUqq is an entropy pair of (1.2) if η
is convex on Ω and
dω “ dηdf on Ω.
Furthermore, a measurable function U is an entropy solution of (1.8) if U is a weak solution of (1.8)
and satisfiesĳ
xąxB ,tą0
tηφt ` ωφx ` dη ¨ hgφu dxdt`
ż 8
xB
ηpU0pxqqφpx, 0qdx`
ż 8
0
ωpUpxB , tqqφpxB , tqdt ě 0, (1.13)
for every entropy pair pηpUq, ωpUqq and any positive test function φ P C10 pΠq.
Main Theorem I. Consider the initial-boundary value problem (1.8) with transonic initial data U0 “
pρ0,m0, E0qT . Assume that the inner boundary data pρBptq,mBptqq satisfies the condition pA1q „ pA3q
and the heat q satisfies the condition (A3). Let tUθ,∆xu be the sequence of approximate solutions of
(1.8) by using the generalized Glimm scheme. Then, there exist a null set N Ă Φ and a subsequence
t∆xiu Ñ 0 such that if θ P ΦzN , then
Upx, tq :“ lim
∆xiÑ0
Uθ,∆xipx, tq
is the positive entropy solution of (1.8). In particular, the gas velocity is positive in Π.
Main Theorem II. Assume that the transonic initial data U0 “ pρ0,m0, E0qT such that ρ0, E0 is
decreasing and m0 is increasing and u0pxBq ă c0pxBq, where u0, c0 as defined in (2.6). There exists
xT ą xB depending on the initial and boundary data such that Σ ” rxB , xT sˆr0,8q is the hydrodynamic
region of (1.7), which means Upx, tq|Σ is the global entropy solution of (1.7) satisfying KnpUq
ˇˇ
Σ
ď 1.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the generalized solvers for Riemann and
boundary-Riemann problems based on the construction of the approximate solutions to these problems
through the asymptotic expansion and operator splitting techniques. The residuals of the solutions
in each grid are calculated to preserve the consistency of the proposed scheme. Section 3 presents a
generalized version of the Glimm scheme. Moreover, the generalized wave interaction estimate, nonin-
creasing Glimm functional, and estimate for the total variation of the perturbations in each time strip
are obtained. The global existence of the entropy solutions for (1.2) is proved. The hydrodynamic
region is determined in the final section.
2 Generalized solutions for the Riemann and Boundary-Riemann
problems
In this section, we introduce a new method of constructing the approximate solutions to the Riemann
and boundary-Riemann problems of (1.5), which are the building blocks of the generalized Glimm
scheme of the HEP. The residuals of the approximate solutions will be estimated for maintaining the
consistency of the generalized Glimm scheme. Let us select the spatial resolution ∆x ą 0 and the
temporal step ∆t ą 0 sufficiently small, which satisfies the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition
λ˚ :“ ∆x
∆t
ą sup
pρ,m,EqPΩ
#
m
ρ
`
d
γpγ ´ 1q
´E
ρ
´ m
2
2ρ2
¯+
. (2.1)
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We define the inner region at the location x0 and time t0
Dpx0, t0q :“ tpx, tq | |x´ x0| ă ∆x, t0 ă t ă t0 `∆tu, (2.2)
and the boundary region at the lower boundary xB and time t0
DpxB , t0q :“ tpx, tq | xB ă x ă xB `∆x, t0 ă t ă t0 `∆tu. (2.3)
The Riemann problem of (1.2) in Dpx0, t0q, denoted by RGpx0, t0; gq, is given by
RGpx0, t0; gq :
$&% Ut ` fpUqx “ hpxqgpx, Uq, px, tq P Dpx0, t0q,Upx, t0q “ " UL, if x0 ´∆x ă x ă x0,UR, if x0 ă x ă x0 `∆x, (2.4)
and the boundary-Riemann problem of (1.2) in DpxB , t0q, denoted by BRGpxB , t0; gq can be expressed
as
BRGpxB , t0; gq :
$&% Ut ` fpUqx “ hpxqgpx, Uq, px, tq P DBpxB , t0q,Upx, t0q “ UR, xB ď x ď xB `∆x,
ρpxB , tq “ ρB , mpxB , tq “ mB , t0 ă t ă t0 `∆t,
(2.5)
where m, U, f , and g are defined in (1.4) and (1.6); UL “ pρL,mL, ELq and UR “ pρR,mR, ERq are
the left and right constant states; and ρB ą 0 and mB ą 0 are the density and momentum at the
boundary xB , respectively. By setting the source term g ” 0 in (2.4) and (2.5), the corresponding
classical Riemann and boundary-Riemann problems are denoted by RCpx0, t0q “ RGpx0, t0; 0q and
BRCpxB , t0q “ BRGpxB , t0; 0q.
2.1 Construction of approximate solutions to the Riemann and boundary-
Riemann problems
The system (1.5) is a strictly hyperbolic system whose Jacobian matrix df has three distinct real
eigenvalues:
λ1pUq :“ u´ cpUq, λ2pUq :“ u, and λ3pUq :“ u` cpUq,
where
u “ m
ρ
and cpUq “
d
γpγ ´ 1q
´E
ρ
´ u
2
2
¯
. (2.6)
The corresponding right eigenvectors of df are
R1pUq “ p´1, c´ u, uc´HqT , R2pUq “ p1, u, 12u2qT , and R3pUq “ p1, c` u, uc`HqT
where the total specific enthalpy H is
H “ HpUq “ γE
ρ
´ γ ´ 1
2
u2, (2.7)
and cpUq is the sound speed of the gas. Here, the gas is assumed to be ideal so that the pressure satisfies
P “ ρRT, (2.8)
where R is the molar gas constant and T is the absolute temperature. According to (1.3) and (2.8), the
sound speed can be expressed as
c “aγRT .
Since the laws of thermodynamics indicate that the absolute zero temperature cannot be reached by
only the thermodynamic process, it allows us to assume that
min
UPΩ cpUq “ c˚ ą 0. (2.9)
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Furthermore, we have
∇λipUq ¨RipUq “ pγ ` 1qc
2ρ
ą 0, i “ 1, 3, and ∇λ2pUq ¨R2pUq “ 0,
which implies that the first and third characteristic fields are genuinely nonlinear and the second char-
acteristic field is linearly degenerate. Therefore, the entropy solutions for RCpx0, t0q and BRCpxB , t0q
consist of either shock waves, rarefaction waves first or third characteristic fields, or contact disconti-
nuities from the second characteristic field. For each i “ 1, 3, the i-rarefaction wave is a self-similar
function
U “ Upξq, ξ “ x´ x0
t´ t0 ,
which satisfies
pdfpUq ´ ξI3q ¨ dU
dζ
“ 0,
where I3 is the 3 ˆ 3 identity matrix and the admissible i-shock is a discontinuous function satisfying
the Rankine-Hugoniot condition
srU s “ rfpUqs, (2.10)
and Lax’s entropy condition
λipURq ă s ă λipULq,
where s is the speed of the shock-front and r¨s denotes the difference of states across the shock. Ac-
cording to Lax’s method [25], we can obtain the existence and uniqueness of the entropy solution for
RCpx0, t0q. The solution consists of at most four constant states separated by shocks, rarefaction waves,
or contact discontinuity. However, for BRCpxB , t0q, even under the Rankine-Hugoniot and Lax’s en-
tropy conditions, we may not obtain the uniqueness of the weak solutions when UR is near the transition
surface T , see Figure 1.
ρ
u
P
pρB, mB, 0q
T
S1
R3
C2
UR
UB
U 1B
19
Figure 1. Two states UB and U
1
B connect to UR P T by two different waves:
S2 `R3 and C2. Both states satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot and Lax-entropy conditions.
Moreover, the total variation of these solutions can be large even |ρR ´ ρB |, |mR ´mB | are small. To
solve this problem, we impose an additional condition on the solutions:
(E) A weak solution U “ pρ,m,Eq is the entropy solution of BRCpxB , t0q if U has the least total
variation in ρ within all weak solutions of BRCpxB , t0q.
Under the condition pEq, we can select the unique entropy solution for BRCpxB , t0q. In addition,
the entropy solution does not consist of the 0-speed shock from the first characteristic field attached on
the boundary x “ xB . The following theorem states the existence and uniqueness of entropy solutions
for RCpx0, t0q and BRCpxB , t0q.
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Theorem 2.1. [20, 23, 24, 42] Suppose UL P Ω. Then, there is a neighborhood Ω1 Ă Ω of UL such
that if UR P Ω1, RCpx0, t0q has a unique solution consisting of at most four constant states separated
by shocks, rarefaction waves, and contact discontinuity. Moreover, under the additional condition pEq,
there exist a neighborhood Ω2 Ă Ω of UR and EB ą 0 exist such that UB “ pρB ,mB , EBq P Ω2 and
BRCpxB , t0q admits a unique self-similar solution U satisfying UpxB , tq “ UB.
We can now construct the approximate solutions for RGpx0, t0; gq and BRGpxB , t0; gq by using
Theorem 2.1. Let rU “ pρ˜, m˜, rEqT be the entropy solution of RCpx0, t0q. Then, for px, tq P Dpx0, t0q,
the approximate solution U of RGpx0, t0; gq is given by
Upx, tq “ rUpx, tq ` sUpx, tq, (2.11)
where sUpx, tq is constructed using the following steps: (1) Linearizing of the system (1.5) around the
homogeneous solution rU . (2) Averaging the coefficient of the linearized system. (3) Applying the
operator-splitting method to the modified system. The detailed construction of sUpx, tq is provided in
appendix A. On the basis of these steps and (2.11) and (A.8), the approximate solution Upx, tq can be
expressed as
Upx, tq “ Spx, t, rUqrU, (2.12)
where
Spx, t, rUq “
»– ehu˜t coshphvtq 0 0vehu˜t sinhphvtq ehu˜t coshphvtq 0
S31 S32 S33
fifl , (2.13)
and v “ vpxq is defined as
vpxq “
c
GMp
2x
, (2.14)
and
S31 “ ´xq
2γm˜
peγhu˜t ´ 1q ´ v
3
v2 ´ pγ ´ 1q2u˜2 pve
γhu˜t ´ vehu˜t coshphvtq ´ pγ ´ 1qu˜ehu˜t sinhphvtqq,
S32 “ pγ ´ 1qu˜pv
2 ` pγ ´ 1qu˜2q
2pv2 ´ pγ ´ 1q2u˜2q pe
γhu˜t ´ ehu˜t coshphvtqq ` vp2v
2 ´ p3γ ´ 2qpγ ´ 1qu˜2q
2pv2 ´ pγ ´ 1q2u˜2q e
hu˜t sinhphvtq,
S33 “ ´pγ ´ 1qpv
2 ` pγ ´ 1qu˜2q
v2 ´ pγ ´ 1q2u˜2 e
γhu˜t ` γv
v2 ´ pγ ´ 1q2u˜2 pve
hu˜t coshphvtq ` pγ ´ 1qu˜ehu˜t sinhphvtqq.
Furthermore, through complex computation, we have
sUpx, tq “ ´ ρ˜∆t
x
´
2u˜, 2pu˜2 ` v2q, u˜
´
u˜2 ` 2v2 ` 2c˜
2
γ ´ 1
¯
´ q
xρ˜
¯T `Op1qp∆tq2. (2.15)
Consequently,
|sU | “ |pS ´ I3qrU | “ Op1qp∆tq, (2.16)
and sU Ñ 0 as ∆t Ñ 0 or h Ñ 0, which is consistent with the entropy solution for homogeneous
conservation laws. Moreover, the approximation in (2.12) continues to be true when rU is a constant
state.
The construction of the approximate solution for BRGpxB , t0; gq is similar to that for RGpx0, t0; gq.
Therefore, the approximate solution for BRGpxB , t0; gq is also given by (2.12). The perturbation sU in
BRGpxB , t0; gq may not satisfy sUpxB , tq “ 0 because of (2.15), which means that the approximate solu-
tion U may not match the boundary condition. However by (2.16), the error between the approximation
U and the boundary data pUB :“ pρB ,mB , 0qT can be estimated by
|UpxB , tq ´ pUB | ď |sUpxB , tq| ` |rUpxB , tq ´ pUB | “ Op1qp∆tq ` osc.
DpxB ,t0q
tpUBu, (2.17)
where osc.
DpxB ,t0q
tpUBu denotes the oscillation of a function pUB in the set DpxB , t0q. This indicates that
such approximation does not affect the stability and consistency of the generalized Glimm method,
which will be discussed later.
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2.2 Residuals of the approximate solutions for Riemann and boundary-
Riemann problems
To demonstrate the consistency of the generalized Glimm scheme, it is necessary to calculate the resid-
uals of the approximate solutions for Riemann and boundary-Riemann problems. Given a measurable
function U , region Γ Ă Π, and test function φ P C10 pΓq, the residual of U for (1.5) in Γ is defined as
RpU,Γ, φq :“
ĳ
Γ
tUφt ` fpUqφx ` hpxqgpx, Uqφu dxdt. (2.18)
We have the following estimates.
Theorem 2.2. Let U and UB be the approximate solutions of the Riemann problem RGpx0, t0; gq and
the boundary-Riemann problem BRGpxB , t0; gq respectively. Let φ P C10 pΓq be a test function. Suppose
that U “ rU ` sU and UB “ rUB ` sUB. Then the residuals of U and UB can be estimated respectively by
RpU,Dpx0, t0q, φq
“
ż x0`∆x
x0´∆x
pUφqpx, tq
ˇˇˇt“t0`∆t
t“t0
dx`
ż t0`∆t
t0
pfpUqφqpx, tq
ˇˇˇx“x0`∆x
x“x0´∆x
dt
`Op1q
ˆ
p∆tq2p∆xq ` p∆tq3 ` p∆tq2 osc.
Dpx0,t0q
trUu˙ }φ}8, (2.19)
and
RpUB , DpxB , t0q, φq
“
ż xB`∆x
xB
pUBφqpx, tq
ˇˇˇt“t0`∆t
t“t0
dx`
ż t0`∆t
t0
pfpUBqφqpx, tq
ˇˇˇx“xB`∆x
x“xB
dt
`Op1q
ˆ
p∆tq2p∆xq ` p∆tq3 ` p∆tq2 osc
DpxB ,t0q
trUBu˙ }φ}8,
where osc
Λ
twu denotes the oscillation of a function w in the set Λ, and Dpx0, t0q and DpxB , t0q are given
by (2.2) and (2.3), respectively.
Proof. We only demonstrate the calculation of RpU,Dpx0, t0q, φq; the calculation of RpUB , DpxB , t0q, φq
is similar. Without loss of generality, let t0 “ 0, D :“ Dpx0, t0q with x0 ą xB , and rU consists of the
1-shock with speed s1, 2-contact discontinuity with speed s2, and 3-rarefaction wave with lower speed
s´3 and upper speed s
`
3 . By (2.12) and (2.18),
RpU,D, φq “
ĳ
D
!rUφt ` fprUqφx) dxdt`ĳ
D
!sUφt ` pfpUq ´ fprUqqφx ` hpxqgpx, Uqφ) dxdt
” Q1 `Q2. (2.20)
According to the structure of rU , Q2 can be evaluated as
Q2 “
˜ż ∆t
0
ż x0`s1t
x0´∆x
`
ż ∆t
0
ż x0`s2t
x0`s1t
`
ż ∆t
0
ż x0`s´3 t
x0`s2t
`
ż ∆t
0
ż x0`s`3 t
x0`s´3 t
`
ż ∆t
0
ż x0`∆x
x0`s`3 t
¸
!sUφt ` pfpUq ´ fprUqqφx ` hpxqgpx, Uqφ) dxdt
” Q21 `Q22 `Q23 `Q24 `Q25. (2.21)
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px0, t0q
px0 ` s1∆t, t0 `∆tq px0 ` s2∆t, t0 `∆tq
px0 ` s´3 ∆t, t0 `∆tq
px0 ` s`3 ∆t, t0 `∆tq
D1
D2 D3
D4
D5
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Figure 2. Typical solution to the classical Riemann problem RCpx0, t0q.
Here rU consists of different constant states in the region Di, i “ 1, 2, 3, 5, and self-similar in D4, where
tDiu5i“1 is as shown in Figure 2. Next, according to (2.12) and (2.13) and the complicate calculation,sUt ´ hgpx, Uq “ BtppS ´ I3qrUq ´ hgpx, S rUq “ St rU ´ hgpx, S rUq
“ hρ˜v`0, vehu˜t sinhphvtq tanhphvtq,∆3˘T “ Op1qp∆tq2, (2.22)
where
∆3 “ tanhphvtq ¨
$’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’%
xq
2m˜
peγhu˜t ´ 1q ` pv
2 ` pγ ´ 1qu˜2qc˜2 ` γv4
v2 ´ pγ ´ 1q2u˜2 pe
γhu˜t ´ ehu˜t coshphvtqq
´ u˜vppγ ´ 3qpγ ´ 1q
2u˜2 ` 2γc˜2 ` p2γ2 ´ 3γ ` 3qv2q
2pv2 ´ pγ ´ 1q2u˜2q e
hu˜t sinhphvtq
` pγ ´ 1qv
2
2
ehu˜t sinhphvtq tanhphvtq
,///////.///////-
.
Since sinhphvtq “ Op1q∆t, tanhphvtq “ Op1q∆t, and eγhu˜t ´ 1 “ Op1q∆t when 0 ă t ă ∆t. Applying
Green’s theorem and (2.22) to Q2i, i “ 1, 2, 3, 5, we have
Q21 “
ż x0`s1∆t
x0´∆x
psUφqpx,∆tqdx´ ż x0
x0´∆x
psUφqpx, 0qdx´ ż ∆t
0
s1psUφqps1t´, tqdt
`
ż ∆t
0
`pfpUq ´ fprUqqφ˘px, tqˇˇˇx“s1t´
x“´∆x
dt`Op1qp∆tq3p∆xq}φ}8, (2.23)
Q22 “
ż x0`s2∆t
x0`s1∆t
psUφqpx,∆tqdx` ż ∆t
0
`pfpUq ´ fprUq ´ s2 sUqφ˘ps2t´, tqdt
´
ż ∆t
0
`pfpUq ´ fprUq ´ s1 sUqφ˘ps1t`, tqdt`Op1qp∆tq3p∆xq}φ}8, (2.24)
Q23 “
ż x0`s´3 ∆t
x0`s2∆t
psUφqpx,∆tqdx` ż ∆t
0
`pfpUq ´ fprUq ´ s´3 sUqφ˘ps´3 t, tqdt
´
ż ∆t
0
`pfpUq ´ fprUq ´ s2 sUqφ˘ps2t`, tqdt`Op1qp∆tq3p∆xq}φ}8, (2.25)
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and
Q25 “
ż x0`∆x
x0`s`3 ∆t
psUφqpx,∆tqdx´ ż x0`∆x
x0
psUφqpx, 0qdx` ż ∆t
0
s`3 psUφqps`3 t, tqdt
`
ż ∆t
0
`pfpUq ´ fprUqqφ˘px, tqˇˇˇx“∆x
x“s`3 t
dt`Op1qp∆tq3p∆xq}φ}8. (2.26)
Next, Q24 is estimated as follows. In the region D4 “ tpx, tq | x´x0t P rs´3 , s`3 su, rU is the 3-rarefaction
wave; therefore, by (2.12) the approximate solution U satisfies
Upx, tq “ Spx0 ` tξ, t, rUpξqqrUpξq,
where ξ “ x´x0t . It leads tosUt ´ hpx0 ` tξqgpx0 ` tξ, Uq
“ Bt
`pS ´ I3qpx0 ` tξ, t, rUpξqqrUpξq˘´ hpx0 ` tξqg`x0 ` tξ, Spx0 ` tξ, t, rUpξqqrUpξq˘
“ BtpS ´ I3qrUpξq ´ ξ
t
BξpS ´ I3qrUpξq ´ ξ
t
pS ´ I3q 9rUpξq ´ hpx0 ` tξqgpx0 ` tξ, S rUq
“ Q124pξ, tq `Q224pξ, tq, (2.27)
where
9rU :“ d rUdξ , and
Q124pξ, tq ” BtpS ´ I3qrUpξq ´ hpx0 ` tξqgpx0 ` tξ, S rUq,
Q224pξ, tq ” ´ξt
´
BξpS ´ I3qrUpξq ` pS ´ I3q 9rUpξq¯.
According to (2.13) and further calculation, we have
Q124pξ, tq “ 2ξtx20
´
m˜, ρ˜pu˜2 ` 2v20q, m˜p rH ` 2v20q¯T `Op1qp∆tq2, (2.28)
Q224pξ, tq “ ξx0
»– 0 2 02pv20 ´ u˜2q 4u˜ 0
pγ ´ 1qu˜3 ´ 2u˜ rH 2p rH ´ pγ ´ 1qu˜2 ` v20q 2γu˜
fifl 9rU
`Op1q∆t, (2.29)
where v0 :“ vpx0q. Applying the integration by parts to Q24 along with (2.27), we obtain
Q24 “
ż x0`s`3 ∆t
x0`s´3 ∆t
psUφqpx,∆tqdx` ż ∆t
0
`pfpUq ´ fprUq ´ s`3 sUqφ˘ps`3 t, tqdt
´
ż ∆t
0
`pfpUq ´ fprUq ´ s´3 sUqφ˘ps´3 t, tqdt
´
ż ∆t
0
ż s`3
s´3
tQ124pξ, tq `Q224pξ, tquφptξ, tqdξdt. (2.30)
According to, (2.21) and (2.23)-(2.30)
Q2 “
5ÿ
i“1
Q2i “
ż ∆x
´∆x
psUφqpx, tqˇˇˇt“∆t
t“0
dx`
ż ∆t
0
`pfpUq ´ fprUq ´ s1 sUqφ˘px, tqˇˇˇx“s1t´
x“s1t`
dt
`
ż ∆t
0
`pfpUq ´ fprUq ´ s2 sUqφ˘px, tqˇˇˇx“s2t´
x“s2t`
dt`
ż ∆t
0
`pfpUq ´ fprUqqφ˘px, tqˇˇˇx“∆x
x“´∆x
dt
`Op1q
´
p∆tq3p∆xq ` p∆tq3 ` p∆tq2posc.
D
trUuq¯ }φ}8. (2.31)
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We estimate the second and third terms on the right-hand side of (2.31). Suppose that the state rU1
is connected to the state rUL “ UL “ pρL,mL, ELq by 1-shock on the right and the rU2 by the 2-contact
discontinuity on the left. Then, the Rankine-Hugoniot condition (2.10) gives
fprU1q ´ fprULq “ s1prU1 ´ rULq, fprU1q ´ fprU2q “ s2prU1 ´ rU2q. (2.32)
According to (2.12) and (2.32), we obtainż ∆t
0
`pfpUq ´ fprUq ´ s1 sUqφ˘px, tqˇˇˇx“s1t´
x“s1t`
dt “
´
Op1qp∆tq2posc.
D
trUuq`Op1q∆tposc.
D
trUuq2¯}φ}8, (2.33)
because ż ∆t
0
`pfpUq ´ fprUq ´ s1 sUqφ˘px, tqˇˇˇx“s1t´
x“s1t`
dt
“
ż ∆t
0
``
fpS rULq ´ fpS rU1q ´ SpfprULq ´ fprU1qq˘φ˘ps1t, tqdt
“
ż ∆t
0
``
fpS rULq ´ fpS rUL ` S rU1 ´ S rULq˘φ˘ps1t, tqdt
´
ż ∆t
0
`
S
`
fprULq ´ fprUL ` rU1 ´ rULq˘φ˘ps1t, tqdt`Op1q∆tposc.
D
trUuq2}φ}8
“
ż ∆t
0
``
dfpS rULq ¨ S ¨ prU1 ´ rULq ´ S ¨ dfprULq ¨ prU1 ´ rULq˘φ˘ps1t, tqdt`Op1q∆tposc.
D
trUuq2}φ}8
“
ż ∆t
0
``
dfpS rULq ¨ S ´ S ¨ dfprULq˘ ¨ prU1 ´ rULqφ˘ps1t, tqdt`Op1q∆tposc.
D
trUuq2}φ}8
“
´
Op1qp∆tq2posc.
D
trUuq `Op1q∆tposc.
D
trUuq2¯}φ}8. (2.34)
The aforementioned final equality holds because of the complex computation; therefore, we obtain:
dfpS rULq ¨ S ´ S ¨ dfprULq “ dfpSpx0, t, rULqrULq ¨ Spx0, t, rULq ´ Spx0, t, rULq ¨ dfprULq
“
´
hv2t,´pγ ´ 1qxhqt
2 ρ˜L
,´pγ ´ 1q
2hu˜4Lt
4
¯ˇˇˇ
x“x0
`Op1qp∆tq2.
Similarly, we haveż ∆t
0
`pfpUq´fprUq´s2 sUqφ˘px, tqˇˇˇx“s2t´
x“s2t`
dt “
´
Op1qp∆tq2posc.
D
trUuq`Op1qp∆tqposc.
D
trUuq2¯}φ}8. (2.35)
Therefore, by (2.33) and (2.35), (2.31) can be rewritten as
Q2 “
ż ∆x
´∆x
psUφqpx, tqˇˇˇt“∆t
t“0
dx`
ż ∆t
0
`pfpUq ´ fprUqqφ˘px, tqˇˇˇx“∆x
x“´∆x
dt
`Op1q
´
p∆tq3p∆xq ` p∆tq3 ` p∆tq2posc.
D
trUuq¯ }φ}8. (2.36)
Since rU is the entropy solution for RCpDq, then according to the results of [10, 42] and (2.32), we have
Q1 “
ĳ
D
!rUφt ` fprUqφx) dxdt “ ż ∆x
´∆x
prUφqpx, tqˇˇˇt“∆t
t“0
dx`
ż ∆t
0
`
fprUqφ˘px, tqˇˇˇx“∆x
x“´∆x
dt. (2.37)
Following (2.20), (2.31) and (2.33)-(2.37), we obtain (2.19). The proof is complete.
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3 Existence of global entropy solutions for IBVP (1.8)
In this section, we establish the stability of the generalized Glimm scheme and consequently the com-
pactness of the subsequences of approximate solutions tUθ,∆xu to (1.8). The stability, which is always
the core of the Glimm method, is obtained through the modified wave interaction estimates, nonin-
creasing property of the Glimm functional, and uniform boundedness of the total variations of the
perturbations in approximate solutions. We prove the global existence of entropy solutions to (1.8) by
demonstrating the consistency of the scheme and entropy inequalities for weak solutions at the end of
this section.
3.1 Generalized Glimm scheme for (1.8)
In this subsection, we introduce a nonstaggered generalized Glimm scheme for the initial boundary
value problem (1.8). Let us discretize the domain Π ” rxB ,8q ˆ r0,8q into
xk “ xB ` k∆x, tn “ n∆t, k, n “ 0, 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
where ∆x and ∆t are small positive constants satisfying the CFL condition (2.1). The nth time strip
Tn is denoted by
Tn :“ rxB ,8q ˆ rtn, tn`1q, n “ 0, 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Suppose that the approximate solution Uθ,∆xpx, tq has been constructed in Tn; then, we choose a random
number θn P p´1, 1q and define the initial data Unk ” pρnk ,mnk , Enk q in Tn by
Unk :“ Uθ,∆xpx2k ` θn∆x, tn´ q, k “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ .
To initiate the scheme at n “ 0, we set t´0 “ 0. The points tpx2k ` θn∆x, tn´ qu8n“0,k“1 are called the
mesh points of the scheme and the points tpxB , tn ` ∆t2 qu8n“0 are the mesh points on the boundary
x “ xB . Then, Uθ,∆x in Tn`1 is constructed by solving the set of Riemann problems tRGpxk, tn; gqukPN
with initial data
Upx, tnq “
"
Unk , if x2k´1 ď x ă x2k,
Unk`1, if x2k ă x ď x2k`1, k “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
and the boundary-Riemann problem BRGpxB , tn; gq with initial-boundary data$&% Upx, tnq “ U
n
1 , if x0 ă x ď x1,
ρpxB , tq “ ρnB :“ ρBptnq, if tn ď t ă tn`1,
mpxB , tq “ mnB :“ mBptnq, if tn ď t ă tn`1.
(3.1)
Moreover, near the boundary x “ xB , the approximate solution for (3.1) satisfies the entropy condition
pEq in Section 2.
x
t
t1
pρ1B, m1B, E1Bq
pρ0B, m0B, E0Bq
t2
xB “ x0
5
Figure 3. Approximate solution for IBVP with mesh curves.
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According to (2.12), the approximate solution Uθ,∆x has an explicit representation
Uθ,∆xpx, tq “ Spx, t, rUθ,∆xpx, tqqrUθ,∆xpx, tq, px, tq P Tn,
where rUθ,∆x consists of the weak solutions to the corresponding classical Riemann problems tRCpxk, tnqu
or boundary-Riemann problems BRCpxB , tnq in Tn. The CFL condition (2.1) ensures that the elemen-
tary waves in each Tn do not interact with each other before time t “ tn`1. Repeating this process, we
construct the approximate solution Uθ,∆x of (1.8) in Π by using the generalized Glimm scheme with a
random sequence θ :“ pθ0, θ1, θ2, . . .q, θi P p´1, 1q for all i.
To obtain the desired estimates, it is favorable to consider curves comprising line segments joining
mesh points rather then horizontal lines. Therefore, we define the mesh curves for the non-local Glimm
functionals introduced in [10]. A mesh curve J for (1.8) is a piecewise linear curve that connects
the mesh point px2k ` θn∆x, tnq on the left with px2k`2 ` θn`1∆x, tn`1q or px2k`2 ` θn´1∆x, tn´1q
on its right, k, n “ 0, 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ together with the line segments joining the points pxB , tn ` ∆t2 q andpxB ` θn∆x, tnq and some portion of the boundary (see Figure 3 and [5]). Simultaneously, the mesh
curve J divides the domain rx0,8q ˆ r0,8q into J` and J´ regions such that J´ contains the line
rx0,8q ˆ t0u. We can partially order two mesh curves by saying J2 ą J1 (or J2 is a successor of J1) if
every mesh point of J2 is either on J1 or contained in J
`
1 . In particular, J2 is an immediate successor
of J1 if J2 ą J1 and all mesh points on J2 except one are on J1. A diamond region is a closed region
enclosed by a mesh curve and its immediate successor.
3.2 Wave interaction estimates
In this subsection, several types of nonlinear wave interactions will be described and the classical wave
strengths of tUθ,∆xu in each time step will be estimated through wave interactions between the classical
waves and the perturbations in the previous time step.
Connecting all the mesh points through the mesh curves, the domain Π is decomposed as a union
of the sets of diamond, triangular, and pentagonal regions. The wave interactions can be divided into
the following three types:
(I) In each diamond region, the incoming generalized waves from adjacent Riemann problems interact
with each other and emerge as the outgoing generalized waves of the Riemann problem in the
next time step;
(II) In each triangular region, the incoming generalized waves from the Riemann problem at the
boundary interact with each other and emerge as the outgoing generalized waves of the boundary-
Riemann problem in the next time step;
(III) In each pentagonal region, two families of incoming generalized waves, one from the boundary-
Riemann problem and the other from adjacent Riemann problem, interact with each other and
emerge as the outgoing generalized waves of the Riemann problem in the next time step.
In each diamond (or triangular and pentagonal) region, all the generalized waves comprise classical
outgoing waves and perturbations. Therefore, the objective of wave interaction estimates is to estimate
how the wave strengths of classical outgoing waves are influenced by the interaction or reflection of
generalized incoming waves.
We start with the wave interaction estimates of type (I). Suppose px, tq P pxB ,8q ˆ r0,8q and let
RGpUR, UL;x, tq denote the generalized Riemann solution of RGpx, t; gq connecting the left constant
state UL with the right constant state UR. Moreover let RCpUR, UL;x, tq be the solution of the corre-
sponding classical Riemann problem RCpx, tq. Then, the classical wave strength of RGpUR, UL;x, tq is
defined as the wave strength of RCpUR, UL;x, tq, which is expressed as
ε “ εpUR, UL;x, tq “ pε1, ε2, ε3q.
In other words, the jump discontinuity tUL, URu is resolved into UL “ rU0, rU1, rU2, and rU3 “ UR such
that rUj is connected to rUj´1 on the right by a j-wave of strength εj . Note that RCpUR, UL;x, tq is
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independent of the choice of px, tq. We say that an i-wave and a j-wave approach if either i ą j, or else
i “ j and at least one wave is a shock. Given another RGpU 1R, U 1L;x1, t1q with classical wave strength
ε1 “ pε11, ε12, ε13q, the wave interaction potential associated with ε, ε1 is defined as
Dpε, ε1q :“
ÿ
App
t|εiε1j | : εi and ε1j approachu.
Assume that J 1 is an immediate successor of J . Let Γk,n denote the diamond region centered at px2k, tnq
and enclosed by J and J 1. Four vertices of Γk,n, see Figure 4, are denoted by
N “ px2k ` θn`1∆x, tn`1q, E “ px2k ` θn∆x, tnq,
W “ px2k`2 ` θn∆x, tnq, S “ px2k ` θn´1∆x, tn´1q,
or
N “ px2k ` θn`1∆x, tn`1q, E “ px2k´2 ` θn∆x, tnq,
W “ px2k ` θn∆x, tnq, S “ px2k ` θn´1∆x, tn´1q,
Here tθn´1, θn, θn`1u are random numbers in p´1, 1q.
Define the matrix RpUq :“ rR1pUq, R2pUq, R3pUqs, where Rj is the right eigenvector of df associated
with the eigenvalue λj , and RpUq is invertible in Ω. Then, we have the following theorems on the wave
interaction estimates.
Theorem 3.1. Let UL, UR, and UM be constant states in some neighborhood contained in Ω with
UL “ rUL ` sUL and UR “ rUR ` sUR, where rULpxL, tnq :“ prρL, rmL, rELqT , rURpxR, tnq :“ prρR, rmR, rERqT ,
and UM pxM , tnq :“ pρM ,mM , EM qT
sUL “ `SpxL,∆t, rULq ´ I3˘rUL “: pSL ´ I3qrUL,sUR “ `SpxR,∆t, rURq ´ I3˘rUR “: pSR ´ I3qrUR, (3.2)
xL :“ x2k´2 ` θn∆x, xR :“ x2k`2 ` θn∆x,
xM “ x2k ` θn∆x.
Suppose that the classical wave strengths of the incoming generalized waves across the boundaries WS
and SE of Γk,n are
αpUM , rUL;xL, tn´1q “ pα1, α2, α3q and βprUR, UM ;xR, tn´1q “ pβ1, β2, β3q,
ε
α β
rUL UM rUR
rUL ` sUL rUR ` sUR
UL UR
N
W
E
S
6
ε
αβ
rUL UM rUR
rUL ` sUL rUR ` sUR
UL UR
N
W
E
S x2k
tn
8
Figure 4. Classical wave strengths in the diamond region Γk,n.
respectively, and the classical wave strength of the outgoing generalized waves across the boundary WNE
(see Figure 4) is
εpUR, UL;xM , tnq “ pε1, ε2, ε3q,
Then there exist constants C 1 and C2k,n such that
|ε| ď p1´ ζ∆tqp|α| ` |β|q ` C 1Dpα, βq ` C2k,n∆t∆x`Op1qp∆tq3, as |α| ` |β| Ñ 0, (3.3)
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where ζ “ p3´γq|uM |xM and
C2k,n :“
?
3
´ρMuM
x2M
` 2ρMv
2
B
x2McM
` pγ ´ 1q|q
1
M |
c2M
¯
.
In particular, (3.3) is reduced to the classical wave interaction estimate in [10] when the system (1.5)
is without the source term.
Proof. According to the results of [42], we have
UR ´ UM “ sUR ` 3ÿ
j“1
βjRj `
ÿ
jďi
βjβi
`
Rj ¨∇Ri
˘ˆ
1´ δij
2
˙
`Op1q|β|3, (3.4)
UL ´ UM “ sUL ` 3ÿ
j“1
p´αjqRj `
ÿ
jěi
αjαi
`
Rj ¨∇Ri
˘ˆ
1´ δij
2
˙
`Op1q|α|3, (3.5)
where Rj is the right eigenvector of df associated with the eigenvalue λj , and δij is the Kronecker delta.
In addition, the coefficients in (3.4) and (3.5) are all evaluated at UM . Similarly,
UR ´ UL “
3ÿ
i“1
εiRipULq `
ÿ
jďi
εjεi
`
Rj ¨∇Ri
˘pULqˆ1´ δij
2
˙
`Op1q|ε|3
“
3ÿ
i“1
εiRiprULq `ÿ
jďi
εjεi
`
Rj ¨∇Ri
˘prULqˆ1´ δij
2
˙
`
˜
3ÿ
i“1
εi∇RiprULq¸ sUL ` Cp∆x, |ε|q, Ri˘ˆ1´ δij
2
˙
`Op|ε|3q ` psUR ´ sULq, (3.6)
where Cp∆x, |ε|q denotes the cubic terms of ∆x and |ε|. According to (3.4)-(3.6), ε “ 0 when α “ β “ 0
and sUR ´ sUL “ 0. By (2.16),
ε “ Op1qp∆x` |α| ` |β|q.
According to the Taylor expansion of Ri around UM ,
RiprULq “ RipUM q ´ 3ÿ
j“1
αjpRj ¨∇RiqpUM q `Op1q|α|2. (3.7)
According to (3.6) and (3.7) together with ε “ Op1qp∆x ` |α| ` |β|q, the difference of UR and UL is
expressed as
UR ´ UL “
3ÿ
i“1
εiRipUM q `
ÿ
jďi
εjεipRj ¨∇RiqpUM q
ˆ
1´ δij
2
˙
´
ÿ
i,j
εiαjpRj ¨∇RiqpUM q `
˜
3ÿ
i“1
pαi ` βiq∇RipUM q
¸ sUL
` Cp∆x, |α| ` |β|q. (3.8)
According to (2.16) and (3.2), sUL “ Op1qp∆tq “ Op1qp∆xq andsUR ´ sUL “ pSR ´ I3qrUR ´ pSL ´ I3qrUL
“ pSM ´ I3qprUR ´ rULq ` pSR ´ SM qrUR ` pSM ´ SLqrUL. (3.9)
By comparing (3.8) with (3.4), and (3.5), and using (3.9), we obtain
εT “ pα` βqT `
ÿ
jăi
αiβjLijpUM q ´R´1pUM q
˜
3ÿ
i“1
pαi ` βiq∇RipUM q
¸
pSL ´ I3qrUL
`R´1pUM qpSM ´ I3qprUR ´ rULq `R´1pUM q`pSR ´ SM qrUR ` pSM ´ SLqrUL˘
` Cp∆x, |α| ` |β|q, (3.10)
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where R “ rR1, R2, R3s and Lij :“ R´1pRi ¨∇Rj ´Rj ¨∇Riq. To estimate (3.10), we need to evaluate
all terms at the state UM . After a complex calculation and using the Taylor expansion with respect to
∆t, the term pSL ´ I3qrUL is estimated as follows:
pSL ´ I3qrUL “ pSM ´ I3qUM ` pSM ´ I3qprUL ´ UM q ` pSL ´ SM qrUL
“ pSM ´ I3qUM `Op1q osc.tUu∆t`Op1q∆t∆x, (3.11)
where SM :“ SpxM ,∆t, UM q.
Next, we estimate pSR ´ SM qrUR ` pSM ´ SLqrUL in (3.10). Define F px,∆t, rUq :“ Spx,∆t, rUqrU ;
then,
pSR ´ SM qrUR ` pSM ´ SLqrUL
“ F pxR,∆t, rURq ´F pxL,∆t, rULq ´ SM prUR ´ rULq
“ FxpxM ,∆t, UM q∆x` pFU pxM ,∆t, UM q ´ SM qprUR ´ rULq
“W pUM q∆t∆x`ΨpUM qprUR ´ rULq ` Cp∆x, |α| ` |β|q, (3.12)
where
W pUM q “ h
2
M
2
´
ρMuM , ρM pu2M ` 2v2M q, ρMuM pHM ` 2v2M q ` x
2
Mq
1
M
2
¯T
,
ΨpUM q “ FU pxM ,∆t, UM q ´ SM
with hM :“ ´ 2xM , HM :“ HpUM q, and q1M :“ q1pxM q. According to (3.4) and (3.5), the difference
between rUR and rUL is rUR ´ rUL “ RpUM qpα` βqT `Op1qp|αi||αj | ` |βi||βj |q. (3.13)
Applying the Taylor expansion of (3.10) at UM along with (3.13), and using (3.11) and (3.13), we have
εT “ `I3 ´ sDpUM q `R´1pSM ´ I3qR˘pα` βqT `ÿ
jăi
αiβjLijpUM q
`R´1pUM qW pUM q∆t∆x`R´1pUM qΨpUM qprUR ´ rULq ` Cp∆x, |α| ` |β|q, (3.14)
where
sDpUM q :“ R´1pUM q`∇R1pUM qpSM ´ I3qrUM ,∇R2pUM qpSM ´ I3qrUM ,∇R3pUM qpSM ´ I3qrUM˘.
Define
ΦpUM q :“ I3 ´ sDpUM q ´R´1pUM qpSM ´ I3qRpUM q.
By a direct calculation of eigenvalues ν1, ν2, and ν3 of Ψ and µ1, µ2, and µ3 of Φ evaluated at x “ xM ,
and considering hM “ ´ 2xM , we obtain
ν1 “ ν2 “ 0, ν3 “ 4v
2
M
x2M
p∆tq2 `Op1qp∆tq3,
µ1 “ 1´ 2uM
xM
∆t`Op1qp∆tq2,
µ2 “ 1´
´ p3´ γquM
xM
` γpγ ´ 1qqM
2ρMc2M
¯
∆t`Op1qp∆tq2,
µ3 “ 1´
´2uM
xM
` γpγ ´ 1qqM
ρMc2M
¯
∆t`Op1qp∆tq2.
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We obtain that 0 ă µi ă 1, i “ 1, 2, 3 when ∆t ą 0 is sufficiently small. Therefore, there exist
non-singular matrices Q∆tpUM q, and T∆tpUM q such that
ΨpUM q “ Q∆t ¨ diagrν1, ν2, ν3s ¨Q´1∆t ,
ΦpUM q “ T∆t ¨ diagrµ1, µ2, µ3s ¨ T´1∆t .
Since 1 ă γ ă 53 , if ζ “ p3´γq|uM |xM is selected, then,
|ΨpUM qprUR ´ rULq| ď |Q∆t|| diagrν1, ν2, ν3s||Q´1∆t ||R||α` β| “ Cp∆x, |α| ` |β|q,
|ΦpUM q| ď |T∆t|| diagrµ1, µ2, µ3s||T´1∆t | ď max1ďiď3µi ď 1´ ζ∆t.
(3.15)
Finally, by (3.14) and (3.15), we obtain (3.3). The proof is complete.
For the cases (II) and (III), we construct the approximate solution for boundary-Riemann problem
by (2.12). Due to the construction of the approximate solutions to the boundary-Riemann problems,
the approximate solutions do not match the boundary conditions. We need to understand how the the
errors (2.17) on the boundary affect the interaction of waves. Therefore, the wave interaction near the
boundary is more complicated than the wave interaction in case (I). On the other hand, to estimate the
wave interaction near the boundary, the exact direction of wave for each characteristic field must be
known. Because of the positivity of the initial and boundary velocities, we can prove that the velocity
is globally positive, as shown in Section 3.3.
Let us denote the boundary data at nth time strip by
pUnB :“ pρpxB , tnq,mpxB , tnq, 0qT “ pρnB ,mnB , 0qT
and let UnB “ rUnB ` sUnB be the solution of the generalized boundary-Riemann problem BRGpxB , tnq.
We define the strength of the 0-wave on the boundary as
α0 :“ |R´1prUnBq ¨ pUnB ´ pUnBq|.
According to [11], the following theorem can be proved using the generalized version of Goodman’s
wave interaction estimates near the boundary:
Theorem 3.2. (Boundary interaction estimate) Let pUnB and UnB as defined previously, and Un`1B :“rUn`1B ` sUn`1B , where UnM , UnR, and Un`1R are defined as in Theorem 3.1., (see Figure 5).
Case pIIq Case pIIIq
pUn`1BpUn`1B
ε2ε2
β1 β1
α2α2
pUnBpUnB
tn`1
α3α3
tn
Un`1RUn`1R
UnM U
n
M
Un`1BUn`1B
UnB
UnB UnR
UnR
ε0ε0
α0α0
ε3ε3
11
Figure 5. Wave strengths in the region near the boundary x “ xB.
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Moreover, let
ppUnB , UnM q :“ rppUnB , UnB , UnZ , UnM q{pα0, α2, α3qs, ppUn`1B , Un`1R q :“ rppUn`1B , Un`1B , Un`1Z , Un`1R q{pε0, ε2, ε3qs
represent the solutions of BRGppUnB , UnM ;xB , tnq and BRGppUn`1B , Un`1R ;xB , tn`1q, respectively. Assume
that pUnM , UnRq :“ rpUnM , UnRq{pβ1qs is the 1-wave of RGpx2, tnq right next to ppUnB , UnM q on the nth time
strip (see Figure. 5). Then there exists a constant C such that
|ε| ď |α` β11| ` C
´ ÿ
App
|αi||β1| ` |β1| ` |ρn`1B ´ ρnB | ` |mn`1B ´mnB |
¯
, (3.16)
where 1 “ p1, 1, 1q.
Proof. The boundary interaction estimate is calculated using the method reported in [6, 11]. The
estimation is constructed using the following steps. (1) Decompose the wave interaction into two parts,
the transmission part and the reflection part, and evaluate the interacted wave strength of these parts.
(2) Estimate the effect of the Riemann solver (2.13) on the wave strength. (3) Combine the estimation
of (1) and (2) to complete the proof. Step (1): We divide the interaction of the waves into two parts,
the transmission part and the reflection part. The incoming wave β1 interacts with α3, α2, and α0
in order; it generates one penetrative wave β11 through the boundary, see Figure 6, and two reflected
waves α12 and α13 from the boundary, see Figure 7. For the transmission part, the wave strength β11 and
states U 11 and U 1R can be determined through the interaction estimates of waves β1, α0, α2, and α3.
Furthermore, according to Lemma 4.2 (a) in [5] and the triangle inequality, we obtain
|U 1R ´ UnR| ď Cp|α0β1| ` |α2β1| ` |α3β1|q. (3.17)
It is evident that
|U 11 ´ pUnB | ď C1|β11| ď C2|β1|, (3.18)
for some constants C1, C2.
α0 α0α2 α2α3
α3β1
pUnB pUnB
UnB
UnM
UnM U
n
R
U 11
U 1R
β 11
11
Figure. 6: Interaction of waves for the transmission part ε “ α` β` higher order term.
α12 α13
pUnBpUnB U 11
U 11
α0α0 α2 α3
U 1R
α2 ` α12 α3 ` α13
U2R
12
Figure 7: Interaction of waves for the reflection part ε “ α` α1` higher order term.
For the reflection part, the wave strengths α12 and α13 can be determined through the generalized
boundary-Riemann problem BRGppUnB ;U 11q. Therefore, we estimate the interaction of α12 and α13 and
the waves α2 and α3. For any state U “ pρ,m,EqT , let us define
|U |1,2 :“ |ρ| ` |m|.
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According to (3.18), α12 and α13 satisfy
|pα12, α13q| ď C|U 11 ´ pUnB |1,2 ď C|β1|. (3.19)
Therefore, according to Lemma 4.2 (a) and (b) in [5] and the triangle inequality, we obtain
|U2R ´ U 1R| ď Cp|α0α12| ` |α2α12| ` |α3α12| ` |α0α13| ` |α2α13| ` |α3α13|q ď C|pα12, α13q|, (3.20)
where U2R is connected to pU 1B on the right by waves α0, α12 ` α2, and α13 ` α3. Wave strengths α0 and
α2 are bounded; using this and (3.19) and (3.20), we have
|U2R ´ U 1R| ď C|β1|. (3.21)
Let ppUnB , Un`1R q :“ rppUnB ;Un`1R q{pκ0, κ2, κ3qs be the approximate solution of BRGppUnB ;Un`1R q, for some
κi, i “ 0, 2, 3. According to the result in Section 2, there exists a smooth function Θ “ pΘ0,Θ2,Θ3q
connecting two constant states such that pε0, ε2, ε3q “ ΘpUn`1R ; pUn`1B q and pκ0, κ2, κ3q “ ΘpUn`1R ; pUnBq.
By (2.12) and |Un`1R ´ pUnB | “ Op1q|pκ0, κ2, κ3q|, we obtain
εj ´ κj
“
ż 1
0
d
dξ
ΘjppUn`1B ` ξpUn`1R ´ pUn`1B q; pUn`1B qdξ ´ ż 1
0
d
dξ
ΘjppUnB ` ξpUn`1R ´ pUnBq; pUnBqdξ
“
ż 1
0
tdΘjppUn`1B ` ξpUn`1R ´ pUn`1B q; pUn`1B q ´ dΘjppUnB ` ξpUn`1R ´ pUnBq; pUnBqu ¨ pUn`1R ´ pUnBqdξ
`
ż 1
0
dΘjppUn`1B ` ξpUn`1R ´ pUn`1B q; pUn`1B q ¨ ppUnB ´ pUn`1B qdξ, j “ 0, 2, 3. (3.22)
According to (3.22),
|εj ´ κj | ď Op1q|pκ0, κ2, κ3q|
`|ρn`1B ´ ρnB | ` |mn`1B ´mnB |˘`Op1qp|ρn`1B ´ ρnB | ` |mn`1B ´mnB |q
ď Cp|ρn`1B ´ ρnB | ` |mn`1B ´mnB |q, j “ 0, 2, 3. (3.23)
Step (2): Let us denote SB :“ SpxB , tn, pUnBq “ SpxB , tn, rUnBq and SR :“ Spx2, tn, rUnRq, where S is in
(2.12). According to (2.16), (3.17), and (3.21), we obtain
|κT ´ SpxB , tn, pUnBqpα` α1qT |
ď C ˇˇR´1prUnBqUn`1R ´ SBR´1prUnBqU2R ˇˇ
ď Cp|Un`1R ´ SRUnR| ` |SB ||UR ´ U 1R| ` |SB ||U 1R ´ U2R|q
ď CpehB u˜nB∆t coshphBvB∆tq|UR ´ U 1R| ` ehB u˜
n
B∆t coshphBvB∆tq|U 1R ´ U2R|q
ď CehB u˜nB∆t coshphBvB∆tqp|α0β1| ` |α2β1| ` |α3β1| ` |β1|q, (3.24)
where α10 :“ 0, hB :“ hpxBq “ ´ 2xB and vB “ vpxBq as in (2.14). Finally, by (3.19) and (3.24), we have
|κT ´ SpxB , tn, pUnBqpα` β11qT | ď |κ´ SpxB , tn, pUnBqpα` α1qT | ` ehB u˜nB∆t coshphBvB∆tqp|α1| ` |β1|q
ď CehB u˜nB∆t coshphBvB∆tqp|α0β1| ` |α2β1| ` |β1|q. (3.25)
Step (3): Finally, according to (3.23) and (3.25),
|ε| ď |ε´ κ| ` |κT ´ SpxB , tn, pUnBqpα` β11qT | ` ehB u˜nB∆t coshphBvB∆tq|α` β1|
ď |α` β11| ` C
´ ÿ
App
|αi||β1| ` |β1| ` |ρn`1B ´ ρnB | ` |mn`1B ´mnB |
¯
.
We complete the proof of the theorem.
If β1 is not the incoming wave of the boundary triangle region, then (3.16) is reduced by
|ε| ď |α| ` C`|ρn`1B ´ ρnB | ` |mn`1B ´mnB |˘.
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3.3 The stability of the generalized Glimm scheme
In this subsection, we prove the nonincreasing of the Glimm functional and provide the estimate of the
total variations of the perturbations, which lead to the compactness of subsequences of the approximate
solutions for (1.8). Let Uθ,∆x denote the approximate solution for (1.8) by the generalized Glimm scheme
described in Section 3.1; Uθ,∆x can be decomposed as
Uθ,∆x “ rUθ,∆x ` sUθ,∆x,
where rUθ,∆x is the approximate solution obtained by solving homogeneous conservation laws in each
time step and sUθ,∆x is the perturbation term; rUθ,∆x and its total variation are uniformly bounded.
According to the results of [10, 42], it can be accomplished that the Glimm functional is nonincreasing
in time.
Let J be a mesh curve, J 1 be the immediate successor of J , and Γk,n be the diamond region enclosed
by J and J 1, centered at px2k, tnq. The Glimm functional F for rUθ,∆x over J is defined as
F pJq :“ LpJq `KQpJq, (3.26)
where K is a sufficiently large constant, which will be determined later, and
LpJq :“
ÿ
t|αi| : αi crosses Ju `K1
´
|β1| `
ÿ
kPBpJq
lkB
¯
,
QpJq :“
ÿ
t|αi||αi1 | : αi, αi1 cross J and approachu,
lnB :“ |ρn`1B ´ ρnB | ` |mn`1B ´mnB |.
Here, both constants K ą 1 and K1 ą 1 will be determined later, BpJq :“ tn : PxB ,n “ pxB , tn` ∆t2 q P
Ju, lnb is evaluated at the mesh point PxB ,n, and the presence of |β1| is because β1 crosses J and locates
in some boundary triangle region (see Figure 5).
We first consider the case that J and J 1 differ in the diamond region away from the boundary.
According to Theorem 3.1., let QpΓk,nq :“ Dpα, βq be the wave interaction potential associated with α
and β and let
C1 :“ max
UPΩ
ˇˇˇ ÿ
jăi
LijpUq
ˇˇˇ
ě C 1k,n, @ k, n.
By the condition pA2q, u0pxq ą 0, @x P rxB ,8q. According to (3.3), we have the following inequalities
LpJ 1q ´ LpJq ď C1QpΓk,nq ´ λ´1˚ ζk,np|α| ` |β|q∆x` λ´1˚ C2k,np∆xq2 `Op1qp∆xq3, (3.27)
QpJ 1q ´QpJq ď ´QpΓk,nq ` LpJq
`
C1QpΓk,nq ´ λ´1˚ ζk,np|α| ` |β|q∆x
` λ´1˚ C2k,np∆xq2 `Op1qp∆xq3
˘
, (3.28)
where C2k,n, ζk,n are in (3.3) of Theorem 3.1. By (3.26), (3.27), and (3.28),
F pJ 1q ´ F pJq ď ´`K ´ C1 ´KC1LpJq˘QpΓk,nq ´ λ´1˚ ζk,np|α| ` |β|q∆x
` `1`KLpJq˘λ´1˚ C2k,np∆xq2 `Op1qp∆xq3. (3.29)
If K satisfies 2C1 ă K ď LpJq for some 0 ă  ă 12 , then
F pJq “ LpJq `KQpJq ď LpJq `KL2pJq ď p1` qLpJq. (3.30)
Coupling (3.30) with (3.29), we obtain the estimate
F pJ 1q ă F pJq ´ λ´1˚ ζk,np|α| ` |β|q∆x` λ´1˚ p1` qC2k,np∆xq2 `Op1qp∆xq3. (3.31)
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Now, let Jn, n “ 1, 2, . . ., denote the mesh curves that contain all mesh points pxk ` θn´1∆x, tn´1q
at time t “ tn´1; therefore, Jn is located on the time strip Tn :“ pxB ,8q ˆ rtn´1, tnq. We select the
positive number K such that
2C1 ă K ď 
LpJ1q ` C “

T.V.tU0u ` C , (3.32)
where C will be determined later. Then, 2C1 ă K ď LpJ1q . By (3.30) and adding up recursive relation
(3.31) over all k, and using
ş8
xB
dx
x2 “ 1xB and q PW 1,1rxB ,8q, we obtain
F pJ2q ă F pJ1q ´ λ´1˚ C2F pJ1q∆x` λ´1˚ C3∆x`Op1qp∆xq2,
where
C2 “ 3´ γ
xB
¨min
tě0 tuBptqu, C3 “
?
3 ¨max
UPΩ
! m
xB
` 2ρv
2
B
xBc˚
` pγ ´ 1q}q
1}L1rxB ,8q
c2˚
)
.
Therefore, if ∆x sufficiently small, we have
LpJ2q ď F pJ2q ă
´
1´ λ´1˚ C21` ∆x
¯
F pJ1q ` λ´1˚ p1` qC3∆x`Op1qp∆xq2
ă F pJ1q ` p1` q2C `Op1qp∆xq2
ď p1` qLpJ1q ` p1` q2C `Op1qp∆xq2,
where
C :“ C3
C2
“
?
3p1` q2
p3´ γqmin
tě0 tuBptqu
¨max
UPΩ
!
m` ρGMp
xBc˚
` pγ ´ 1qxB}q
1}L1rxB ,8q
c2˚
)
, (3.33)
and c˚ is given in (2.9). Define m˚ :“ min
tě0 tmBptqu. By the condition (A2),
mpx, t2q ě mBpt2q ´ LpJ2q ě m˚ ´ p1` qLpJ1q ´ p1` q2C ą 0.
This implies that uθ,∆xpx, t2q ą 0, @x P pxB ,8q. Moreover, LpJ2q ď p1` qLpJ1q ` p1` q2C and
KLpJ2q ď K
`
LpJ1q ` p1` q2C
˘` KLpJ1q `Op1qp∆xq2 ď p1` q.
Therefore, ´K`C1`KC1LpJ2q ă ´p1´´2qC1 ă 0. According to (3.3) and (3.26) and the similarly
argument in the previous step, we further obtain
LpJ3q ď F pJ3q ď
´
1´ λ´1˚ C21` ` 2 ∆x
¯
F pJ2q ` λ´1˚ p1` ` 2qC3∆x`Op1qp∆xq2
ď
´
1´ λ´1˚ C21` ` 2 ∆x
¯2
F pJ1q
` λ´1˚ p1` ` 2qC3∆x
´
1`
´
1´ λ´1˚ C21` ` 2 ∆x
¯¯
`Op1qp∆xq2
ď F pJ1q ` p1` ` 2q2C `Op1qp∆xq2
ď p1` qLpJ1q ` p1` ` 2q2C `Op1qp∆xq2,
and
mθ,∆xpx, t3q ě mBpt3q ´ LpJ3q ě m˚ ´ p1` qLpJ1q ´ p1` ` 2q2C ą 0,
which implies uθ,∆xpx, t3q ą 0, @x P rxB ,8q. Based on the selection of the constants K and  in (3.32),
it can be verified that
KLpJ3q ď K
`p1` qLpJ1q ` p1` q2C˘` KLpJ1q ` 2p2` 2` 2qKC `Op1qp∆xq2,
ď ` K`LpJ1q ` p1` q2C˘`Op1qp∆xq2,
ď p1` q.
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Continue this process and by using induction, if (3.32) holds true for all J with Jk ď J ă Jk`1,
k “ 1, . . . , n´ 1, it yields
F pJnq ď
´
1´ λ´1˚ C21` ` 2 ∆x
¯
F pJn´1q ` λ´1˚ p1` ` 2qC3∆x`Op1qp∆xq2
ď
´
1´ λ´1˚ C21` ` 2 ∆x
¯n´1
F pJ1q
` λ´1˚ p1` ` 2qC3∆x
n´1ÿ
k“1
´
1´ λ´1˚ C21` ` 2 ∆x
¯k´1 `Op1qp∆xq2,
and therefore,
F pJnq ď F pJ1q ` p1` ` 2q2C `Op1qp∆xq2
ď p1` qT.V.tU0u ` p1` ` 2q2C `Op1qp∆xq2, (3.34)
mθ,∆xpx, tnq ě mBptnq ´ LpJnq ě m˚ ´ p1` qLpJ1q ´ p1` ` 2q2C ą 0.
In particular, uθ,∆xpx, tnq ą 0, @x P rxB ,8q. Therefore, the inequality (3.34) leads to
T.V.JtrUθ,∆xu ď Op1qLpJq ď Op1qF pJq
ď p1` qT.V.tU0pxqu ` p1` ` 2q2C `Op1qp∆xq2 (3.35)
for Jk ď J ă Jk`1, k “ 1, . . . , n´ 1.
Next, we consider the case that J 1 is an immediate successor of J so that they only differ on boundary
PxB ,n. According to the conditions (A2), (3.16), and (3.26), we obtain
F pJ 1q ´ F pJq “ |ε| ´ |α| ´ |β1| ´K1p|β1| ` lkBq
`K|α|p|ε| ´ |α| ´ |β1|q ´Kp|α0β1| ` |α2β1| ` |α3β1|q,
ď Op1qCp|α0β1| ` |α2β1| ` |α3β1| ` |β1| ` lkBq ´K1p|β1| ` lkBq
`Op1qCK|α|p|α0β1| ` |α2β1| ` |α3β1| ` |β1| ` lkBq
´Kp|α0β1| ` |α2β1| ` |α3β1|q `Op∆xq2
ď p´K1 `Op1qC `Op1qCK ¨ F pJqqp|β1| ` lkBq
` p´K `Op1qC `Op1qCK ¨ F pJqqp|α0||β1| ` |α2||β1| ` |α3||β1|q
`Op1qp∆xq2 ď Op1qp∆xq2
provided that constants K1, K ě 2C1, and KLpJq ď . Now, let Jn be the mesh curve located on
the time strip Tn :“ pxB ,8q ˆ rtn´1, tnq and include the half-ray tx “ xB , t ě tn ` ∆t2 u. Moreover,
let T.V.tU0pxqu :“ T.V.tρ0pxqu ` T.V.tm0pxqu ` T.V.tE0pxqu. If ∆x and T.V.tU0pxqu are sufficiently
small, then we have
F pJk`1q ď F pJkq ´ λ´1˚ C21` ` 2 p∆xqF pJkq `Op1qp∆xq
2, k “ 1, ..., n. (3.36)
Based on (3.36) and the analysis similar to that in the interior wave interaction, we show that the
Glimm functional F is nonincreasing in time. Therefore, rUθ,∆x is defined for t ą 0 and ∆xÑ 0.
Next, we verify that the total variation of the perturbation is bounded in any time step. Let us
denote Sk :“ Spxk, t, rUθ,∆xpxk, tqq, where S is given in (2.13). Then,
T.V.tsUθ,∆xu “ÿ
k
|sUθ,∆xpxk`1q ´ sUθ,∆xpxk´1q| ďÿ
k
|`pS ´ I3qrUθ,∆x˘pxk`1q ´ `pS ´ I3qrUθ,∆x˘pxk´1q|
ď
ÿ
k
|pSz ´ I3qprUθ,∆xpxk ` 1q ´ rUθ,∆xpxk´1q|
`
ÿ
k
|pSk`1 ´ SzqrUθ,∆xpxk`1q ` pSz ´ Sk´1qrUθ,∆xpxk´1q|
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According to (3.12) and the definition of hpxq “ ´ 2x , we obtain
T.V.tsUθ,∆xu ď }Sz ´ I3}ÿ
k
osc.trUθ,∆xu ` 2}W }ÿ
k
1
x2k
∆x∆t` }Ψ}
ÿ
k
osc.trUθ,∆xu
ď }Sz ´ I3}T.V.trUθ,∆xu ` 2}W }
xB
∆t` }Ψ}T.V.trUθ,∆xu. (3.37)
Since T.V.trUθ,∆xu is finite, the total variation of sUθ,∆x is bounded. Because of the boundedness of the
total variation of approximate solutions, the constant C in (3.33) can be easily determined by the initial
and boundary data, heat profile, and gravity. By (3.35), (3.37), and the results in [7, 42], the following
theorem is achieved.
Theorem 3.3. Let K,  be as chosen in (3.32), and let Uθ,∆x be an approximate solution of (1.8) based
on the generalized Glimm scheme. Then, under the condition pA1q „ pA3q, for any given constant stateqU , there exists a positive constant d, depending on the radius r of Ω, such that if
sup
xPrxB ,8q
|U0pxq ´ qU | ď r
2
, T.V.tU0pxqu ď d,
and the condition
sup
tPR`
|mBptq ´ qm| ď r
2
` p1` ` 2q2C
hold true for (1.8) with the constant C in (3.33), then Uθ,∆xpx, tq is well-defined for t ě 0 and ∆x ą 0
is sufficiently small. Furthermore, Uθ,∆xpx, tq has a uniform bound on the total variation and satisfies
the following properties:
(i) }Uθ,∆x ´ qU}L8 ď r ` p1` ` 2q2C.
(ii) T.V.tUθ,∆xp¨, tqu ď r
2
` p1` ` 2q2C.
(iii)
ż 8
xB
|Uθ,∆xpx, t2q ´ Uθ,∆xpx, t1q|dx ď Op1qp|t2 ´ t1| `∆tq.
(iv) The velocity uθ,∆xpx, tq ą 0, @ px, tq P Π.
(v) The density ρθ,∆xpx, tq ě %, @ px, tq P Π, where % is the constant in (A1).
Proof. We prove (ii) first. Choose a fixed d such that p1` qd ď r2 . According to (3.35), if
sup |U0pxq ´ qU | ď r
2
, T.V.tU0pxqu ď d, (3.38)
then, for a sufficiently small ∆x ą 0,
T.V.JntUθ,∆xu ď p1` qT.V.tU0pxqu ` p1` ` 2q2C ď r2 ` p1` ` 
2q2C,
where the constant C is defined in (3.33). Next, for (i),
sup
Jn
|Uθ,∆x ´ qU | ď sup |U0pxq ´ qU | ` T.V.JntUθ,∆xu. (3.39)
By (3.38) and (3.39),
sup
Jn
|rUθ,∆x ´ qU | ď r ` p1` ` 2q2C.
By using the aforementioned constants K and d, we obtain that, for a sufficiently small ∆x, Uθ,∆xpx, tq
is defined on Π when the condition pA1q „ pA3q hold true. In addition, Uθ,∆xpx, tq and its total variation
are uniformly bounded and independent of ∆x.
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For (iii), without loss of generality, let t2 ą t1, t0 “ suptt ď t1 | t “ n∆t for some nu, and let
` “ t t2´t0∆t u` 1. According to (2.16),
|Uθ,∆xpx, t2q ´ Uθ,∆xpx, t1q| ď |Uθ,∆xpy, t0q ´ Uθ,∆xpx, t0q| ` |pSpy,∆t, rUθ,∆xpy, t0qq` ´ IqrUθ,∆xpy, t0q|
“ |Uθ,∆xpy, t0q ´ Uθ,∆xpx, t0q| `Op1qp∆tq
for some y P rx ´ `∆x, x ` `∆xs. Therefore, according to the Corollary 19.8 in [42], the result (iii) is
obtained immediately.
According to Theorem 3.4. and Oleinik’s analysis in [42], the following theorem for the compactness
of the subsequence of tUθ,∆xu holds true.
Theorem 3.4. Assume that the condition pA1q „ pA3q hold true. Let tUθ,∆xu be a family of approx-
imate solutions (1.8) obtained using the generalized Glimm scheme. Then, there exist a subsequence
tUθ,∆xiu of tUθ,∆xu and measurable function U such that
(i) Uθ,∆xipx, tq Ñ Upx, tq in L1loc as ∆xi Ñ 0;
(ii) for any continuous function f , we have fpx, t, Uθ,∆xiq Ñ fpx, t, Uq in L1loc as ∆xi Ñ 0.
3.4 The consistency and existence of the entropy solution
Finally, the global existence of entropy solutions to (1.8) is presented by demonstrating the consistency of
the scheme and entropy inequalities for the weak solutions. To achieve the consistency, the convergence
of the residual to the approximate solutions tUθ,∆xu of (1.8) is given.
Theorem 3.5. Consider the problem (1.8) with the condition pA1q „ pA3q. Assume that tUθ,∆xu is a
sequence of approximate solutions for (1.8), which are constructed using the generalized Glimm scheme.
There exist a null set N Ă Φ and subsequence t∆xiu such that the limit
Upx, tq :“ lim
∆xiÑ0
θPΦzN
Uθ,∆xipx, tq
is an entropy solution of (1.8).
Proof. We first calculate the residual of tUθ,∆xu. According to (2.12), Uθ,∆x “ rUθ,∆x ` sUθ,∆x. For
convenience, we omit the symbol θ in U, rU , and sU in the rest of this subsection. Define
Dk,n :“ rxk´1, xk`1s ˆ rtn, tn`1s, n “ 0, 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ; k “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
and
tU upx, tnq :“ Upx, tn` q ´ Upx, tn´ q.
We concentrate on the case that Dk,n is away from the boundary, that is, k ě 1; the case k “ 0 can be
estimated similarly. For a test function φpx, tq P C10 pΠq, by summing (2.19) over all Dk,n, we have the
following estimate tU∆xu:ĳ
xąxB ,tą0
tU∆xφt ` fpU∆xqφx ` hpxqgpx, U∆xqφudxdt`
ż 8
xB
U0pxqφpx, 0qdx`
ż 8
0
fppUBptqqφpxB , tqdt
“
8ÿ
n“0
8ÿ
k“1
RpU∆x, Dk,n, φq `
ż 8
xB
U0pxqφpx, 0qdx`
ż 8
0
fppUBptqqφpxB , tqdt
“ ´
8ÿ
n“1
8ÿ
k“1
ż xk`1
xk´1
trU∆x ` sU∆xupx, tnqφpx, tnqdx
´
ż 8
xB
`rU∆xpx, 0`q ´ U0pxq˘φpx, 0qdx´ ż 8
0
`
fprU∆xpx`B , tqq ´ fppUBptqq˘φpxB , tqdt
`Op1qp∆xqp1` T.V.tU0, pUBuq}φ}8
“ Jpθ,∆x, φq `Op1q∆x, (3.40)
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where
Jpθ,∆x, φq :“ ´
8ÿ
n“1
8ÿ
k“1
ż xk`1
xk´1
trU∆x ` sU∆xupx, tnqφpx, tnqdx.
According to Glimm’s argument in [10] and (2.16),
Jpθ,∆x, φq Ñ 0 as ∆xÑ 0 (3.41)
for almost random sequence θ P Θ, where Θ is a probability space of the random sequence. Therefore,
by (3.40), (3.41) and Theorem 3.3., there exist a null set N Ă Φ and subsequence t∆xiu such that the
limit
Upx, tq :“ lim
∆xiÑ0
θPΦzN
Uθ,∆xipx, tq
is a weak solution of (1.8).
Next, we show that the aforementioned weak solution U is indeed an entropy solution satisfying the
entropy inequality (1.13). Given an entropy pair pη, ωq, define
pRpU∆x,Π, φq :“ ĳ
xąxB ,tą0
tηpU∆xqφt ` ωpU∆xqφx ` dηpU∆xq ¨ hpxqgpx, U∆xqφu dxdt.
By using an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2. (see Appendix B), we can estimate the
residuals of U∆x in Dk,n as
pRpU∆x, Dk,n, φq ě ż xk`1
xk´1
`
dηprU∆xqsU∆xφ˘px, t´n`1qdx´ ż xk`1
xk´1
`
ηprU∆xqφ˘px, tqˇˇˇt“t´n`1
t“tn`
dx
`
ż tn`1
tn
`
ωpU∆xqφ
˘px, tqˇˇˇx“xk`1
x“xk´1
dt`Op1q
ˆ
p∆tq2p∆xq ` p∆tq3 ` p∆tq2osc.
Dk,n
trUu˙ }φ}8. (3.42)
Summing (3.42) over all Dk,n, we have
8ÿ
n“0
8ÿ
k“1
pRpU∆x, Dk,n, φq ` ż 8
´8
ηpU0pxqqφpx, 0qdx
ě ´
8ÿ
n“1
8ÿ
k“1
ż xk`1
xk´1
tηprU∆xq ` dηprU∆xqsU∆xupx, tnqφpx, tnqdx
´
ż 8
´8
`
ηprU∆xpx, 0`qq ´ η pU0pxqq ˘φpx, 0qdx`Op∆xq (3.43)
for a sufficiently small ∆x. Based on Glimm’s argument, (3.43) implies thatĳ
xąxB ,tą0
tηpUqφt ` ωpUqφx ` dη ¨ hpxqgpx, Uqφu dxdt`
ż 8
xB
ηpU0pxqqφpx, 0qdx
`
ż 8
0
ωppUBptqqφpxB , tqdt ě 0
for every entropy pair pη, ωq and positive test function φ P C10 pΠq. The existence of the entropy solution
of (1.8) is established.
4 Hydrodynamic regions
In Section 3, the global existence of the entropy solution to HEP (1.2) is established on the basis of the
initial density with a positive lower bound. However, (1.2) does not fulfill the physical meaning because
of which the atmosphere density reaches vacuum as x approaches infinity. Therefore, it is necessary to
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determine the hydrodynamic region, a subset of Π ” rxB ,8q ˆ r0,8q, in which our solution of (1.2)
is physically well-defined. This section is devoted to establishing the main Theorem II. For a certain
constraint on the transonic initial data U0pxq “ pρ0pxq,m0pxq, E0pxqqT , where ρ0, E0 is a decreasing
function and m0 is an increasing function in rxB ,8q, there exists a region Σ1 ” rxB , x˚s ˆ r0,8q such
that the wave speeds of the solutions to (1.8) are positive in ΠzΣ1. Next, by adopting the Knudsen
number of the gas, we prove that there also exists a region Σ2 “ rxB , x˚˚s ˆ r0,8q such that the gas
in ΠzΣ2 no longer acts like fluid. In other words, (1.2) fails to model the HEP outside Σ2, and the
governed equations must be replaced by the kinetic equations. According to the assumed initial data
described previously, there exists a nonempty hydrodynamic region of HEP (1.2) such that Σ ” Σ1YΣ2.
Lemma 4.1. Let Upx, tq “ pρpx, tq,mpx, tq, Epx, tqqT be the solution of (1.8) constructed in Theorem
3.5., with initial data U0pxq “ pρ0pxq,m0pxq, E0pxqqT and boundary data pρBptq,mBptqqT . Then, for
any px, tq P Π, we have
|ρpx, tq ´ ρ0pxq| ď T.V.tρ0pxqu ` T.V.tρBptqu,
|mpx, tq ´m0pxq| ď T.V.tm0pxqu ` T.V.tmBptqu,
|Epx, tq ´ E0pxq| ď T.V.tE0pxqu ` T.V.tEpxB , tqu ` 2λ´1˚ }q}L1rxB ,8q.
(4.1)
Proof. For any px, tq P Π, let k “ t x∆x u, n “ t t∆t u` 1, and let Dk,n denote the Riemann cell containing
the point px, tq. By (2.12) and the random choice process, the approximate solution in the nth time
step satisfies
|Uθ,∆xpx, n∆tq ´ Uθ,∆xpx, pn´ 1q∆tq|
ď ˇˇ`Spy, pn´ 1q∆t, rUθ,∆xpy, pn´ 1q∆tqq ´ I˘rUθ,∆xpy, pn´ 1q∆tqˇˇ
` |rUθ,∆xpy, pn´ 1q∆tq ´ Uθ,∆xpx, pn´ 1q∆tq|,
for some y P Dk,n such that Uθ,∆xpx, n∆tq “ Spy, pn ´ 1q∆t, rUθ,∆xpy, pn ´ 1q∆tqqrUθ,∆xpy, pn ´ 1q∆tq.
More precisely, according to (2.12),
ρθ,∆xpx, n∆tq “ ρ˜θ,∆xpy, pn´ 1q∆tq ´ 2m˜θ,∆xpy, pn´ 1q∆tq
y
∆t`Op1qp∆tq2,
mθ,∆xpx, n∆tq “ m˜θ,∆xpy, pn´ 1q∆tq
´ 2ρ˜θ,∆xpy, pn´ 1q∆tq
y
`
u˜θ,∆xpy, pn´ 1q∆tq2 ` vpyq2
˘
∆t`Op1qp∆tq2,
Eθ,∆xpx, n∆tq “ rEθ,∆xpy, pn´ 1q∆tq ` qpyq∆t
´ 2m˜θ,∆xpy, pn´ 1q∆tq
y
´1
2
u˜θ,∆xpy, pn´ 1q∆tq2 ` vpyq2 ` c˜θ,∆xpy, pn´ 1q∆tq
2
γ ´ 1
¯
∆t
`Op1qp∆tq2,
where vpyq “
b
GMp
2y . Since the density and momentum are globally positive according to Theorem
3.3.,
|ρθ,∆xpx, n∆tq ´ ρθ,∆xpx, pn´ 1q∆tq| ď osc.
Dk,n
tρ˜θ,∆xu,
|mθ,∆xpx, n∆tq ´mθ,∆xpx, pn´ 1q∆tq| ď osc.
Dk,n
tm˜θ,∆xu,
|Eθ,∆xpx, n∆tq ´ Eθ,∆xpx, pn´ 1q∆tq| ď osc.
Dk,n
t rEθ,∆xu ` rqpxq ` qpyqs∆t,
where q is the heat profile. Note that the grid Dk,n is the domain of dependence of px, tq for one time
step. By using backward induction on n and passing to the limit as ∆xÑ 0, θ P ΦzN in Theorem 3.5.,
the result (4.1) is obtained.
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Next, we show that there exist x˚ ą xB and Σ1 ” rxB , x˚s ˆ r0,8q such that the wave speeds of
Upx, tq|ΠzΣ1 are positive. Recall that the Mach number of U is defined as
MapUq :“ |u|
c
Theorem 4.2. Assume that the transonic initial data U0 “ pρ0,m0, E0qT satisfying the condition
pA1q „ pA2q, where ρ0, E0 are decreasing, m0 is increasing, and u0pxBq ă c0pxBq. Let U “ pρ,m,EqT
be the solution of (1.8) constructed using Theorem 3.5.; then there exist x˚ P pxB ,8q and Σ1 ”
rxB , x˚s ˆ r0,8q such that the characteristic speeds of the solution Upx, tq in ΠzΣ1 are positive.
Proof. According to (2.6), the Mach number Ma satisfies
Mapx, tq2 “ upx, tq
2
cpx, tq2 “
mpx, tq2
γpγ ´ 1qpρpx, tqEpx, tq ´mpx, tq2q ě
mpx, tq2
γpγ ´ 1qρpx, tqEpx, tq .
Let E˚ :“ max
xPrxB ,8q
E0pxq `T.V.tE0u `T.V.tEpxB , tqu ` 2λ´1˚ }q}L1rxB ,8q, where λ˚ is defined in (2.1).
According to Lemma 4.1., Epx, tq ď E˚ for all px, tq P Π and therefore,
Mapx, tq ě mpx, tqa
γpγ ´ 1qE˚ρpx, tq for all px, tq P Π.
Next, we define
Mpxq :“ m0pxq ´ T.V.tm0u ´ T.V.tmBua
γpγ ´ 1qE˚pρ0pxq ` T.V.tρ0u ` T.V.tρBuq
.
According to Lemma 4.1.,
Mapx, tq ěMpxq, @ px, tq P Π.
The function Mpxq is increasing based on the assumption of ρ0 and m0. Since the initial data is
transonic with u0pxBq ă c0pxBq, MpxBq ďMapxB , 0q ă 1. On the other hand, according to (A1), the
function Mpxq is greater than 1 in the far field, when ρ0 is near % which is sufficiently small. There
exists x˚ P pxB ,8q such that Mpx˚q “ 1, and Mpxq ą 1 for x P px˚,8q. Therefore,
Mapx˚, tq ěMpx˚q “ 1, for t P r0,8q,
Mapx, tq ěMpxq ą 1, for px, tq P px˚,8q ˆ r0,8q.
Denote the region Σ1 ” rxB , x˚s ˆ r0,8q. We have shown that upx, tq ě cpx, tq, for all px, tq P ΠzΣ1,
that is, the characteristic speeds of the solution Upx, tq in ΠzΣ1 are positive.
Next, we want to determine the hydrodynamic region rxB , xT s such that the constructed solution
Upx, tq has mathematical and physical significance. The Knudsen number is defined as Kn “ lH , the
ratio of the mean free path of the molecules, l “ 1?
2τn
, to the density scale height, H “ kBTGMpm{x2 , of the
atmosphere. The region of validity of the hydrodynamic equation is often classified using the Knudsen
number Kn, which is useful for determining whether statistical mechanics or continuum mechanics
formulation of fluid dynamics must be used. Here, τ « 1014pi cm2 is the collision cross section used in
[31], n is the number density, m is the mass of a molecule, T is the temperature of the gas, and kB is
the Boltzmann constant. According to (2.8),
P “ ρRT “ nkBT.
The Knudsen number can be computed as follows:
Knpx, Uq “ lH “
GMpm?
2τnx2kBT
“ GMpm?
2τx2P
“ γGMpm?
2τx2ρc2
.
The hydrodynamic equations are applied appropriately, where Kn ă 1, so that many collisions occur
over relevant length scales keeping the gas in thermal equilibrium. If Kn ě 1, the continuum assumption
of fluid mechanics maybe no longer be a good approximation because there are few collisions in this
level to inhibit a molecule from escaping.
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Theorem 4.3. For a transonic initial data U0 “ pρ0,m0, E0qT as in Theorem 4.2. and KnpxB , 0q ă 1,
x2Bρ0pxBqc0pxBq2 ą γGMpm?
2 τ
. (4.2)
Let U “ pρ,m,EqT be the solution of (1.8) constructed using Theorem 3.5.; then, there exist x˚˚ P
pxB ,8q and Σ2 ” rxB , x˚˚s ˆ r0,8q such that Knpx, tq ď 1, @ px, tq P Σ2.
Proof. Let us denote ψpx, tq :“ ρpx, tqcpx, tq2 and ψ0pxq :“ ρ0pxqc0pxq2; then, ψ and ψ0 are of bounded
variation functions based on the construction of solutions in Theorem 3.5., and the lower boundedness
of the density in pA1q. Moreover, according to (2.6) and the assumption of the initial data,
ψ10pxq “ γpγ ´ 1qm
2
0
2ρ20
ρ10pxq ´ γpγ ´ 1qm0ρ0 m
1
0pxq ` γpγ ´ 1qE10pxq ă 0,
that is, ψ0pxq is a decreasing function of x. Define the function ψ˚pxq as
ψ˚pxq :“ ψ0pxq ´ T.V.tψ0pxqu ´ T.V.tψpxB , tqu ´ 2λ´1˚ γpγ ´ 1q}q}L1rxB ,8q. (4.3)
According to (2.12), for any px, tq P Π, the approximation of ψpx, tq in the nth time step can be evaluated
as
ψθ,∆xpx, n∆tq “ rψθ,∆xpy, pn´ 1q∆tq ` γpγ ´ 1qqpyq∆t
´ 2γm˜θ,∆xpy, pn´ 1q∆tqc˜θ,∆xpy, pn´ 1q∆tq
2
y
∆t`Op1qp∆tq2,
where ψθ,∆xpx, n∆tq :“ ρθ,∆xpx, n∆tqcθ,∆xpx, n∆tq2 and k, n, and y are as defined in Lemma 4.1.
Based on the similar argument in Lemma 4.1 and (4.3), ψ˚ is a decreasing function and ψ˚pxq ď
ψpx, tq, @ px, tq P Π. Next, define
Kpxq :“ γGMpm?
2τx2Bψ˚pxq
.
Since ψ˚pxq ď ψpx, tq for all px, tq P Π,
Knpx, tq ď γGMpm?
2τx2Bψpx, tq
ď Kpxq, @ px, tq P Π.
According to (4.3) and the assumption (4.2), KpxBq ă 1. On the other hand, according to the decrease
of the function ψ˚ and the assumption (A1), Kpxq ą 1 in the far field whenever ρ0 near %. There exists
x˚˚ P pxB ,8q such that Kpx˚˚q “ 1, and Kpxq ď 1 for x P rxB , x˚˚s. Therefore,
Knpx˚˚, tq ď Kpx˚˚q “ 1, for t P ˆr0,8q,
Knpx, tq ď Kpxq ă 1, for px, tq P rxB , x˚˚q ˆ r0,8q.
Denote the region Σ2 ” rxB , x˚˚s ˆ r0,8q. Therefore, the Knudsen number Knpx, tq ď 1 for all
px, tq P Σ2.
Finally, according to Theorem 4.2. and Theorem 4.3, we define the hydrodynamic region of HEP
(1.2) by using Σ ” Σ1 YΣ2. The wave speeds of the solution Upx, tq, constructed in Theorem 3.5., are
positive in the region ΠzΣ. Moreover, the Knudsen number Knpx, Uq ď 1 in the region Σ. Therefore,
we obtain an entropy solution Upx, tq of (1.2) that has both mathematical and physical significance in
the hydrodynamic region Σ.
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Appendices
A Construction of the Riemann Solver
Here, we describe the construction of the Riemann solver in (2.12). Based on Theorem 2.1., let rU be
the entropy solution for RCpx0, t0q, we only need to construct the perturbation sU of U from rU . Let us
denote
u˜ :“ m˜
ρ˜
, vpxq :“
c
GMp
2x
,
and consider the linearized system of (1.5) around rU with initial data sUpx, 0q “ 0:# sUt ` pApx, tqsUqx “ Bpx, tqsU ` Cpx, tq,sUpx, 0q “ 0, px, tq P Dpx0, t0q. (A.1)
where
Apx, tq “ dfprUq “
»– 0 1 0γ´3
2 u˜
2 p3´ γqu˜ γ ´ 1
γ´1
2 u˜
3 ´ u˜ rH rH ´ pγ ´ 1qu˜2 γu˜
fifl ,
Bpx, tq “ hpxqgU px, rUq “ hpxq
»– 0 1 0v2 ´ u˜2 2u˜ 0
γ´1
2 u˜
3 ´ u˜ rH rH ´ pγ ´ 1qu˜2 ´ v2 γu˜
fifl ,
Cpx, tq “ hpxqgpx, rUq “ hpxq
»– m˜ρ˜pu˜2 ` v2q
m˜p rH ` v2q ´ xq2
fifl ,
and rH “ HprUq is given in (2.7). Due to the appearance of shocks or discontinuity in rU , the coefficients
in (A.1) may be discontinuous. To obtain the better regularity of approximate solutions for (A.1),
the averaging process of the coefficients in (A.1) with respect to t over r0,∆ts is used. For a bounded
variation function zpx, t, Uq, the average of zpx, t, Uq is defined as
z‹pxq :“ 1
∆t
ż t0`∆t
t0
zpx, s, Upx, sqqds, x0 ´∆x ď x ď x0 `∆x.
In addition, w‹pxq is continuous even across the shock and contact discontinuity.
We construct approximate solution for (A.1) by solving# psU‹qt ` pA‹pxqsU‹qx “ B‹pxqsU‹ ` C‹pxq,sU‹px, 0q “ 0, px, tq P Dpx0, t0q. (A.2)
Based on the operator-splitting method, solutions for (A.2) can be approximated through composing
solutions for #
Vt ` pA‹pxqV qx “ 0,
V‹px, 0q “ 0, px, tq P Dpx0, t0q, (A.3)
and #
Yt “ B‹pxqY ` C‹pxq,
Y px, 0q “ V px,∆tq, px, tq P Dpx0, 0q. (A.4)
Since the system (A.3) admits zero solution. The solution for (A.1) can be approximated as the solution
of the follows: # psU‹qt “ B‹pxqsU‹ ` C‹pxq,sU‹px, 0q “ 0, px, tq P Dpx0, t0q, (A.5)
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where B‹pxq and C‹pxq can be derived from rU‹. The averaging process is reasonable becauseĳ
Dpx0,t0q
|sU ´ sU‹|dxdt “ Op1q´p∆tq3 ` p∆tq2 ¨ T.V.Dpx0,t0qtrUu¯ .
The matrix B‹pxq in (A.5) has eigenvalues
σ1pxq “ hpu˜‹ ` vq, σ2pxq “ γhu˜‹, σ3pxq “ hpu˜‹ ´ vq.
and the corresponding eigenvectors
P1pxq “ p1, u˜‹ ` v,∆1qT , P2pxq “ p0, 0, 1qT , P3pxq “ p1, u˜‹ ´ v,∆2qT .
where
∆1 “ v
3
v ´ pγ ´ 1qu˜‹ `
2v2 ´ pγ ´ 1qu˜‹pu˜‹ ` 3vq
2pv ´ pγ ´ 1qu˜‹q u˜‹ `
γv
ρ˜‹pv ´ pγ ´ 1qu˜‹q
rE‹,
∆2 “ v
3
v ` pγ ´ 1qu˜‹ ´
2v2 ´ pγ ´ 1qu˜‹pu˜‹ ´ 3vq
2pv ` pγ ´ 1qu˜‹q u˜‹ `
γv
ρ˜‹pv ` pγ ´ 1qu˜‹q
rE‹.
The transformation matrix of B˚pxq is then given by P pxq “ rP1pxq, P2pxq, P3pxqs so that B˚pxq can
be diagonalized as
Λpxq “ P´1pxqB‹pxqP pxq “ hpxqdiagru˜‹ ` v, γu˜‹, u˜‹ ´ vs.
Moreover, the fundamental matrix solved using 9Xptq “ ΛpxqXptq is
eΛpxqt “ diagrehpu˜‹`vqt, eγhu˜‹t, ehpu˜‹´vqts.
Using the transformation matrix P , the state transition matrix of 9Xptq “ BpxqXptq is given by
Npx, t, sq “ P pxqeΛpxqpt´sqP pxq´1 “ N1pxqehpu˜‹`vqpt´sq `N2pxqeγhu˜‹pt´sq `N3pxqehpu˜‹´vqpt´sq, (A.6)
where
N1pxq “ 1
2v
»– ´pu˜‹ ´ vq 1 0´pu˜2‹ ´ v2q v ` u˜‹ 0
´pu˜‹ ´ vq∆1 ∆1 0
fifl ,
N2pxq “ 1
2v
»– 0 0 00 0 0
pu˜‹ ´ vq∆1 ´ pu˜‹ ` vq∆2 ∆2 ´∆1 2v
fifl ,
N3pxq “ 1
2v
»– u˜‹ ` v ´1 0u˜2‹ ´ v2 ´pu˜‹ ` vq 0
pu˜‹ ` vq∆2 ´∆2 0
fifl .
According to (A.6) and the variation of constant formula, the solution for (A.5) is given by
sU‹px, tq “ ż t0`t
t0
Npx, t, sqC‹pxqds “
3ÿ
i“1
NipxqC‹pxq
ż t0`t
t0
eσipxqpt´sqds
“ ρ˜‹
2
pehpu˜‹`vqt ´ 1q
»– 1u˜‹ ` v
∆1
fifl` ρ˜‹
2
pehpu˜‹´vq ´ 1q
»– 1u˜‹ ´ v
∆2
fifl
` ρ˜‹
2γu˜‹
peγhu˜˚t ´ 1q
»– 00
´pu˜‹ ` vq∆1 ´ pu˜‹ ´ vq∆2 ` 2u˜‹p rH‹ ` v2q ´ xqρ˜‹
fifl
(A.7)
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where rH‹ “ HprU‹q and t P r0,∆ts. Finally, replacing rU‹ in (A.7) by rU , the perturbation sU is obtained
and is given in the form sUpx, tq “ pSpx, t, rUq ´ I3qrU, (A.8)
where
Spx, t, rUq “
»– ehu˜t coshphvtq 0 0vehu˜t sinhphvtq ehu˜t coshphvtq 0
S31 S32 S33
fifl ,
with
S31 “ ´xq
2γm˜
peγhu˜t ´ 1q ´ v
3
v2 ´ pγ ´ 1q2u˜2 pve
γhu˜t ´ vehu˜t coshphvtq ´ pγ ´ 1qu˜ehu˜t sinhphvtqq,
S32 “ pγ ´ 1qu˜pv
2 ` pγ ´ 1qu˜2q
2pv2 ´ pγ ´ 1q2u˜2q pe
γhu˜t ´ ehu˜t coshphvtqq ` vp2v
2 ´ p3γ ´ 2qpγ ´ 1qu˜2q
2pv2 ´ pγ ´ 1q2u˜2q e
hu˜t sinhphvtq,
S33 “ ´pγ ´ 1qpv
2 ` pγ ´ 1qu˜2q
v2 ´ pγ ´ 1q2u˜2 e
γhu˜t ` γv
v2 ´ pγ ´ 1q2u˜2 pve
hu˜t coshphvtq ` pγ ´ 1qu˜ehu˜t sinhphvtqq.
B Estimation of the residual pRpU∆x, Dk,n, φq
Let pη, ωq be an entropy pair of (1.2). Here, we describe the estimation of the residual pRpU∆x, Dk,n, φq
pRpU∆x, Dk,n, φq :“ ĳ
Dk,n
tηpU∆xqφt ` ωpU∆xqφx ` dηpU∆xq ¨ hpxqgpx, U∆xqφu dxdt,
where U∆x, Dk,n, and φ are defined as in Theorem 3.5.
According to the Taylor expansion of ηpU∆xq and (2.16), for any positive test function φ P C10 pΠq,pRpU∆x, Dk,n, φq
“
ĳ
Dk,n
!
ηprU∆xqφt ` ωprU∆xqφx) dxdt
`
ĳ
Dk,n
 `
ηpU∆xq ´ ηprU∆xq˘φt ` `ωpU∆xq ´ ωprU∆xq˘φx ` dηpU∆xq ¨ hpxqgpx, U∆xqφ(dxdt
“
ĳ
Dk,n
tηprU∆xqφt ` ωprU∆xqφxudxdt
`
ĳ
Dk,n
t`dηprU∆xqsU∆x˘φt ` `ωpU∆xq ´ ωprU∆xq˘φx ` dηprU∆xq ¨ hpxqgpx, U∆xqφudxdt
`Op1qp∆tq3
” pQ1k,n ` pQ2k,n `Op1qp∆tq3. (B.1)
In [42], if pη, ωq is an entropy pair, then
BηprU∆xpx, tqq
Bt `
BωprU∆xpx, tqq
Bx ď 0 (B.2)
in the sense of distribution on the rectangle Dk,n. Multiplying the left hand side of (B.2) by a positive
test function φ, and integrating by parts over Dk,n, we obtain
pQ1k,n ě ż xk`1
xk´1
ηprU∆xpx, tqqφˇˇˇt“t´n`1
t“tn`
dx`
ż tn`1
tn
ωprU∆xpx, tqqφˇˇˇx“xk`1
x“xk´1
dt. (B.3)
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The estimate of pQ2k,n is similar to that of Q2 in Theorem 2.2. Let pxk, tnq “ pxk, 0q, D “ Dxk,0, and letrU∆x in D consist of the 1-shock with speed s1, 2-contact discontinuity with speed s2, and 3-rarefaction
wave with lower speed s´3 and upper speed s
`
3 . Then,
pQ2k,n “
˜ż ∆t
0
ż xk`s1t
xk´∆x
`
ż ∆t
0
ż xk`s2t
xk`s1t
`
ż ∆t
0
ż xk`s´3 t
xk`s2t
`
ż ∆t
0
ż xk`s`3 t
xk`s´3 t
`
ż ∆t
0
ż xk`∆x
xk`s`3 t
¸
!`
dηprU∆xqsU∆x˘φt ` `ωpU∆xq ´ ωprU∆xq˘φx ` dηprU∆xq ¨ hpxqgpx, U∆xqφ)dxdt
” pQ21 ` pQ22 ` pQ23 ` pQ24 ` pQ25. (B.4)
According to (2.22) and integration by parts, we have
pQ21 “ ż xk`s1∆t
xk´∆x
`
dηprU∆xqsU∆xφ˘px,∆tqdx´ ż xk
xk´∆x
`
dηprU∆xqsU∆xφ˘px, 0qdx
´
ż ∆t
0
s1
`
dηprU∆xqsU∆xφ˘ps1t´, tqdt` ż ∆t
0
`pωpU∆xq ´ ωprU∆xqqφ˘px, tqˇˇˇx“s1t´
x“´∆x
dt
`Op1qp∆tq3p∆xq}φ}8, (B.5)
pQ22 “ ż xk`s2∆t
xk`s1∆t
`
dηprU∆xqsU∆xφ˘px,∆tqdx` ż ∆t
0
`pωpU∆xq ´ ωprU∆xq ´ s2dηprU∆xqsU∆xqφ˘ps2t´, tqdt
´
ż ∆t
0
`pωpU∆xq ´ ωprU∆xq ´ s1dηprU∆xqsU∆xqφ˘ps1t`, tqdt`Op1qp∆tq3p∆xq}φ}8, (B.6)
pQ23 “ ż xk`s´3 ∆t
xk`s2∆t
`
dηprU∆xqsU∆xφ˘px,∆tqdx` ż ∆t
0
`pωpU∆xq ´ ωprU∆xq ´ s´3 dηprU∆xqsU∆xqφ˘ps´3 t, tqdt
´
ż ∆t
0
`pωpU∆xq ´ ωprU∆xq ´ s2dηprU∆xqsU∆xqφ˘ps2t`, tqdt`Op1qp∆tq3p∆xq}φ}8, (B.7)
and
pQ25 “ ż xk`∆x
xk`s`3 ∆t
`
dηprU∆xqsU∆xφ˘px,∆tqdx´ ż xk`∆x
xk
`
dηprU∆xqsU∆xφ˘px, 0qdx
`
ż ∆t
0
s`3
`
dηprU∆xqsU∆xφ˘ps`3 t, tqdt` ż ∆t
0
`pωpU∆xq ´ ωprU∆xqqφ˘px, tqˇˇˇx“∆x
x“s`3 t
dt
`Op1qp∆tq3p∆xq}φ}8. (B.8)
Next, we estimate pQ24. According to the same argument as that for (2.27)-(2.29) and dω “ dηdf , we
obtain
pQ24 “ ż xk`s`3 ∆t
xk`s´3 ∆t
`
dηprU∆xqsU∆xφ˘px,∆tqdx` ż ∆t
0
`pωpU∆xq ´ ωprU∆xq ´ s`3 dηprU∆xqsU∆xqφ˘ps`3 t, tqdt
´
ż ∆t
0
`pωpU∆xq ´ ωprU∆xq ´ s´3 dηprU∆xqsU∆xqφ˘ps´3 t, tqdt
`Op1q
ˆ
p∆tq3p∆xq ` p∆tq2posc.
Dk,n
trUuq˙ }φ}8. (B.9)
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By (B.4)-(B.9),
pQ2k,n “ 5ÿ
i“1
pQ2i “ ż ∆x
´∆x
`
dηprU∆xqsU∆xφ˘px, tqˇˇˇt“∆t
t“0
dx`
ż ∆t
0
`pωpU∆xq ´ ωprU∆xqqφ˘px, tqˇˇˇx“∆x
x“´∆x
dt
`
ż ∆t
0
`pωpU∆xq ´ ωprU∆xq ´ s1dηprU∆xqsU∆xqφ˘px, tqˇˇˇx“s1t´
x“s1t`
dt
`
ż ∆t
0
`pωpU∆xq ´ ωprU∆xq ´ s2dηprU∆xqsU∆xqφ˘px, tqˇˇˇx“s2t´
x“s2t`
dt
`Op1q
´
p∆tq3p∆xq ` p∆tq3 ` p∆tq2posc.
D
trUuq¯ }φ}8. (B.10)
We estimate the second and third terms on the right-hand side of (B.10). Suppose that the staterU1 is connected to the state rUL “ UL “ pρL,mL, ELq by 1-shock on the right, and to the state rU2 by
2-contact discontinuity on the left. By the result of [42], (2.32) is replaced by
ωprU1q ´ ωprULq ě s1prU1 ´ rULq, ωprU1q ´ ωprU2q ě s2prU1 ´ rU2q. (B.11)
Therefore, according to (B.11) and similar argument as (2.34), we obtainż ∆t
0
`pωpU∆xq ´ ωprU∆xq ´ s1dηprU∆xqsU∆xqφ˘px, tqˇˇˇx“s1t´
x“s1t`
dt
ě
´
Op1qp∆tq2posc.
D
trUuq `Op1q∆tposc.
D
trUuq2¯}φ}8, (B.12)ż ∆t
0
`pωpU∆xq ´ ωprU∆xq ´ s2dηprU∆xqsU∆xqφ˘px, tqˇˇˇx“s2t´
x“s2t`
dt
ě
´
Op1qp∆tq2posc.
D
trUuq `Op1qp∆tqposc.
D
trUuq2¯}φ}8. (B.13)
According to (B.1), (B.3), (B.10), (B.12), and (B.13), we obtain the result of (3.42):
pRpU∆x, Dk,n, φq ě ż xk`1
xk´1
`
dηprU∆xqsU∆xφ˘px, t´n`1qdx´ ż xk`1
xk´1
`
ηprU∆xqφ˘px, tqˇˇˇt“t´n`1
t“tn`
dx
`
ż tn`1
tn
`
ωpU∆xqφ
˘px, tqˇˇˇx“xk`1
x“xk´1
dt`Op1q
ˆ
p∆tq2p∆xq ` p∆tq3 ` p∆tq2osc.
Dk,n
trUu˙ }φ}8.
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